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Union plans
still fractured
o us of CC's future hinges on the tally of 42 votes
Month s aflcr the election.
which was supposed to resolve the
still unclear whether
staff unio n at
Advocates for the union and
exec uti ves of the college are.
howeve r, o ne s tep closer to
resolving a di spute over which
votes shou ld be included in the
fina l tall y. Despite this, they are
no closer to knowing whether the
United Staff of Columbia College
will ever materia lize on campus.
and the possibility for a new election has been left wide open.
It 's a complic,1ted issue.
"Thi s is an interesting case:'
sa id Gai l Moran. assistant to the
director of the 13th region of the

Nat ional Labor Relations Board.
the federal agency that investi gates unfair labor practices and
conducts elect ions to detennine
whether employees want a union.
The NLRB released its recomme ndations April IS on how to
handle a number of objections to
the college's behavior prior to the
October staff election . The objections included the eligibility of 58
c hallenged ba ll ots, whic h were
he ld in limbo afte r the e lection
when questions were rai sed. The
NLRB detennined that 42 of the
58 challenged votes be opened
and counted.
If more than 31 of those challenged ballots tum out to be prounion. the staff membe rs at

See Union, Page 7

Sexual abuse reported
in Wabash building
o

1 started as a tiny acom and turned into a huge
oak," said facu lty adviser Nena Ivon in her
introduction of the Fash ion Columbia show
on April 2 I. And it was huge.
The show turned the Dance Center, 1306 S.
Mic higan Ave. , into Ch icago's fa shi on headquarters. The crowd included spectators from stude nts
to women loting C hanel bags whi le exotic models

I

made their Wily buckstagc.
The li ghts wenl out , the mus ic started bumping
and the models look the stage. Creations, r.mging

from a bath towel dress to intricately st itched
gowns, were p:u:ldcd across the stage as c rowd
members whispered, "Wow. is this reall" the work
of students?"
.
And from concept to complet ion, it was.

Police seek unknown assailant, suggest caution

A 20-year-old fcma le Columbia
student reported 10 policc and campus security April 19 that she was
sexually abused in a stainvell of the
Wabash Campus Building. 623 S.
Wabash Ave.
The woman was asccnding lhe
stairs 'It 7:45 p.m. when a 20- to 23year-Old male p..1sscd her. said "Hi"
and grabbed her between her legs
before Oceing lhc building. said
Sgt. Bill Ross of lhe Chicago Police
Department.
Police describe lhc offe nder as an
African-Americml mim, 5 fcc t 9
inches tall Hnd about 140 Ibs .. wearing a dark-colored j.lcket and blue
jeans. No arrests have been made.
but Area 4 detecti ves arc still invesligming the case.
Police arc treat ing the incident as
'1Il act of c riminal sexua l abuse
r.:llher than sex ual assault due to lhe
nature of the offense. Ross s~lid.
Police and Cohunhia officials do
not know if the offender is il
Columbia studcnt.
" In this Cilse. it could have becn
anybody." Ross said. "Maybe hI..'
was a student. mayoc he \Va~n't, hut
thi s has to do with security in la
COlumhi al buildi ng."
The school is cooperating with
the IXllice and their invest igation.
said Mark Ll oyd. ass istant vice
preside nt of marketing and comlllU-

nications at Columbia . Because the
occurrence was a criminal act. the
school docs not h:'lvc jurisdiction
over thc investigation.
Incidents such as this arc rare at
Columbia. Lloyd said. And Ross
said the police do not often o...coccivc
repolls from lhe school.
According to thc most reccnt statistics from lhe Office of Campus
Safety and Security. no sexual
offenses were reported at Columbia
between Jan. 1. 200 1 and Dec. 3 1.

2003,
However. Lloyd sHid students
should not take the report lightly.
"We live in a big city. and there's
always reason for people to be COIlcemed about safety." he said.
Somc studcnts were surpri sed to
hear about a case of cri minal sexu;ll
:lbuse occumng on campus.
"It's unfol1lmatc," said Leannc
Bazzetta. a freshman dilllce ll141jor.
"YOLI don't think that SOl1 of thing
happens. but it docs."
Filitsa Bisbiki~. a fre~hman fa!-h ion design Illitior. S<lid she thinl.. ..
having more ~ecurity guard~ arollnd
campus cou ld help PCCVCllt tlll· ... l·
types of att;lcks.
Dth!..'r students. likc Anna Y!..'a1!er.
a frcshman lilm major. hl..'lic"c "thl.'
attack was an i!-olat~d incident that
is difficu lt for studcnts to prcvent.
"'nlCCC'S only so Illuch you ("an
do." Yeager said. " It I,.'ou ld he anybody:'
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Students take financia l
aid reform into their
own hands
Page 12
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Ce lebrating the Daley
legacy
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Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chief
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Give us our Daley bread
his backlash about Time
Magazine praising Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley
irks me.

T

Now, I'm not the mayor's
biggest fan. His political modus
operandi of surrounding himself
wi th fall guys and his strong-arm
tactics, such as the overnight demolition of Meigs Field, aren't
exactly attracti ve: And as a fledgling member of the dangling
media, Daley's elocution has
already presented more than
enough challenges for covering
his addresses.
But I can see why Time named
him one of the top mayors in the
country- Daley defines Chicago.
In January, I attended the U.S.
Conference of Mayors in
Washington D.C., where Daley
received a lifetime achievement
award from Americans for the
Arts.

The presenters spent plenty of
lime talking up Daley's achievement in the Chicago arts scene,
even playing a short video documenting all of the great culture the
city has to offer.
They fawned over "Cows on
Parade," lauded architectural
achievements such as the Chicago
Cultural Center, the Garfield Park
Conservatory and the Harold
Washington Library, and they
sang the praises of Millennium
Park.
J can't remember the exact
quotes, but they went something
like this: "Millennium Park is a
fantastic contribution to the arts
and a great triumph for Chicago's
cultu ral communi ty," or some
other thinly-vei led bUll-k issing
drivel.
I also remember almost choki ng
on my own tongue.
See, I knew that Millennium
Park was actually mi ll ions of dol-

lars over budget and its title is sort
of a misnomer; it should be called
Five-Years-After-The-Millennium
Park because of its late opening. I
knew that there was controversy. I
knew Cloud gate, the reflective
kidney bean in the park's south
end. still wasn't finished.
I knew these things because I
live in Chicago.
Like me, other Chicagoans are
hit with limitless mayoral scrutiny
on a daily basis: Hired Truck
scandal s, minori ty contracts that
don't end up with minorities, corruption in the admi nislration and a
general disdain for the asphalt on
Northerly Isl and.
But others. those outside of our
fine city, don' t know.
Put yourself in their shoes. Take
away all of the knowledge of
scandal intrinsic to Ch icago and
the city is one heck of a place to
live. Millennium Park is remarkable. if you didn' t watch its snailpaced development. And the
mayor is one of the best in the
nation because Chicago is an ideal
place to live.
Daley is a throwback mayor.
Even with all the scandal, and
probably because of it, Daley 's
image is growing.
The mystique surrounding him
hearkens back to the days when
Chicago was the mob capital of
the world. When pol itical deals
were settled in seedy back rooms
amid cigar smoke, where burl ap
sacks had dollar signs printed on
the side and when challenging
governmental authority could
have reserved you cement shoes
for the bottom of Lake Michigan.
Thallradilion is carried on with
Daley. And although the violent
aspect has subsided-I Ihinkthat is still how Chicago works.
What other mayor in the country could have gotten away with
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Poetic justice

Illinois Poet Laureate Kevin
Stein reads at the Columbia
College Concert Hall, 1014 S.
Michigan Ave., on April 28 at 6
p.m. Stei n authored nine books
of poetry and literary criticism
including American Glwst Roses and
Bruised Paradise. Admission to the
reading is free.
For mo", information, call (312)
344-7966 or contact jalverson @colum.edu.

•

The Biggest Mouth

An award of up to $500 will go
to the winner of the 2nd Annual
Biggest Mouth Talent Competition.
On April 28, 17 finalists will battle
for the cash at the HotHouse, 3 1 E.
Balbo Drive. from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
The event is sponsored by C-Spaces
and the Student Programming Board
and wi ll be hosled by Rebecca
Gallagher. The event, complete
wilh music and food, is free.
For more information comact
Sizarod Smith at (312) 344-7/88.

AccuWeatber '-day
forecast for Cbicago
Partly sunny

High &4' .'
L()W~ · '
g

" It's all over the
map, There are
lots of urban kids
who grew up In
the city and there
are kids who are
moving In trying
~~~,I!;&le' that

mas."

- Simon Smith,
Fiction Writing

see someone'.

personality
through their
clothing, to see
who they are
and what they,
represent, '
- Desiree
Velazquez,
Freshman,
Music

"I think It's very
unique.
Columbia Is a
very comfortable environment and It lets
people experiment with their
clothing, "
-Tshaun
Rodlnson,
Sophomore,
Faehlon Design

Sc:hooI's In for summer·
Summer semester 2005 registration began April 18 for continuing students and runs · through
June 1I. New and transfer students are to register during the
week of June 6. FaJl registration
for conti nuing students' begins
May 2 .' E- mails have been Isent
through Oasis with registrati on
times.
For more information all registering for classes, visit the OASIS
website at hltp://oasis.coium.edu.
•

In the April 18 ed ition, The
Chronicle
referred
to
DePaul's athletic team as the
Blue Devils. The team is actuall y ca lled th e Blue Demons.
The Chro ni cle regrets the
error.
Tal

Mostly sunny

High 62°

Low 42"

1.'1111 .1\ , \plli ,21)

"I appreciate
that people
dress differently. It's nice to

(312) 344-8300.

~

<COt1lJMIlIA
, <ClHIlltmnClLIE ik.

-Joanna

Horwitz,
Senior,
Fashion Design

The loneliest number

The ONE series by the
Breakbone Dance Co. runs April
28 through 30 and May 5 through
7 in the Dance Ce nter, 1306 S.
Michigan Ave. Through dance,
the performances explore the
troubled past of the eight dancers.
Tickets to the event are $20.
For more information, call the
Dance Center Bo~ Office at

-agreiller@citroniclemail.com

What do you think about the fashion
sense of Columbia students?
" There's not
much of a
scene, It's a
school and
everyone wants
to come to class
in their paja-

National Cam~us
News 11/12

bulldozing Meigs Field in the
middle of the night? Who else
could stand behind a podium and
stumble through weak excuses
about a corrupt administration to
reporters? Who else has a name
that is synonymous with mayor?
Scandal and controversy are not
reasons for panning the mayor;
they are reasons to love him.
The Time article certainly doesn't take this into consideration.
The writers didn' t nominate Daley
as one of the fi ve best because he
makes me think of gangsters and
strong-ann political tactics.
Time actually points out some
more concrete measures of the
mayor's performance, like how he
revitalized an ai ling tourism
industry, increased green spaces
around the city and installed new
parks, encouraged small business,
helped quell the murder rate,
encouraged innovative architecture and so on and so forth.
For all the naysayers who disagreed with Time's ranking, I say
phooey. Go live in Detroit for a
while-where Kwame Kilpatrick,
one of Time's five worst mayors,
reigns-and tell us what you think
of Daley then.
If you remove yourself from Ute
Chicago Sun-Times' coverage of
the mayors' office, he really is
great.
Those folks who gave Daley the
lifetime achievement award in
Washington, D.C., were right on.
Chicago is a shi ning of example
of a city that works, and its arts,
culture and lifestyle deserve some
accolades.
And Mayor Daley unquestionably deserves to be considered
one of the top five mayors in the
country.
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Low 44°

Rain possible

High 58"
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All forecasts provided byAccu Wcather.com-C200S

If you have
an upcoming
event or
announcement, call
The
Chronicle's
news desk at
(312) 3447254 or
e-mail
chronicle@
colum.edu.
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New club represents
Republican students
o

Political organizations at Columbia encourage diverse ideologies on campus

By Alan J. Baker
AsSOCIate EdUOf

Emil y Slu sher and Michael
Weinberg were casuall y talking

politics in class last semester,
whe n
they
rea li zed
th ei r
Republica n views placed the m

firmly in the minori ty of ca mpus
po lit ical ideology.
That's
why Slusher and
Weinberg. with the help of friends .
are moving forward to establish the

Columbia

College

Young

Republi can Club o n campus.
"We had brought up the idea
that we wa nted to stan a
Rep ubli can group al Co lum bia,"

We inberg. a junior in the broadcas t televi sion program. sa id . He
and S lusher reali zed they were
two of a "handful of Rcpllblican ~
here,"

Nationwide.

colleges

have

noticed a sharp inc rease in poli ticall y in volved students fo llow ing
the 2004 pres ide nt ia l e lection.
To be a recog ni zed student
orga nizatio n, app li ca nts mu st
subm it advisory board informati on, provide 15 s ignatures of
students who would like to join
a nd choose a faculty adviser to
attend meeti ngs.
"O ur mos t difficll'lt part is
finding an adviser o n campus,"
Weinberg sa id . " We ha ve talked
to a few , but ha ve n't gotten anything down on paper. Otherwise
we're all set. "

Getting Started
The first meeting on Marc h 24,

at the HUB in the 1104 Cen te r.
1104 S. Wabas h Ave., drew close
to 20 students look in g for more
information .
The ad viso ry board-with
Slusher serv in g as president.
Wei nberg as vice pres ident ,
M ay me Pace as sec retary and
David S hin as treasurer-prese nted th ei r objec tive to prospective club members. Goals
include ho lding regu la r meetings
for discuss ions on c urre nt even ts
and politica l issues.
T he club a lso wa nts to get a
clear unde rsta ndin g of where
Repub li c an s and Democrats
s tand a t Columbia by hosti ng a
debate forum with the Columbia
College Democrats .
Slusher is t: urrently serv ing
active duty with the U.S. Army at
Ihe Nat ional Training Ce nt er in
Fo rt Irwin, Ca lif. She le ft a t the
e nd of Marc h for a mo nth and
Wei nberg sa id there a re ho pes
for week ly meetings upo n he r
return .

Competition
F lye rs we re pos ted aro und
campus promot ing the Marc h 24
meetin g,
but
man y
were
destroyed because so me student s
don'( lik e the idea of a
Republican club, accordin g to
Weinberg. One nyer had the
word "Naz i" written across it.
"We had a lo t o f prob le ms with
the s igns," Weinberg said . "So me
we re torn do wn and others were
written o n with ex plicit words,

but we're s till go in g."
The Republi ca n club comes at
a time when mo re studc nt s want
to take a political stance on cam pus. Earlie r thi s year, acti ve
Democrat RY<l n Duffy sta rted the
Co lumbi :1 College Democ ra ts.
"Th e members lof Columbia
College Democrats] seem to like
the idea of the Repub li can club:'
Duffy, pres ident of Col umbia
College Democrats , said . " I have
Republican friend s and I ~ncour
age them to seek out and join the
Republican group."

Political popularity
According to an April 19
report
iss ued
by
I-Iar v:lrd
Universi ty'S Insti tu te of Politics.
libera ls make up 4 3 percent o f
college students.
The survey <l lso found that tradi tional conservatives make up 14
percent of college students, who
overwhe lming ly
voted
for
Preside nt Bu sh in the 2004 election
and arc like ly to suppon the war.
Following the 2004 election,
67 percent of co ll ege students
sa id they would be more likel y to
get invo lved in po litics in the
future, accordi ng to th e report.
.. It 's rea ll y importum to have
both Repub lican and Demo(;r:lti c
dubs, so all parts of the politica l
spectrum are represented on campus," Alton Miller, c ha ir of the
M ar ke tin g
Communi cation
Departme nt at Columbia, said ,
" It 's so mething that 's happening
o n ca mpuses a ll over the country."

Michael Weinberg, vice president of a new student Republican
organization at Columbia, co-founded the group to represent
what he sees as a 'han dful' of Republicans on campus.
The
Republican
a nd
Democratic co ll ege nat ional
comm ittees have represe ntatives
in eac h s la te tha t work with
groups s uch as the Co lum bia
Co llege Young Repub li cans to
establis h c hapters.
" We have experienced tremendo us
growt h, "
said
Do ug
McGregur. exec uti ve director o f
the College Repub lica n Nationa l
Com mittee . "Studen ts arc join·
ing in record numbers."
Cu rrent ly there are more than
1,500 college Republi can clubs,
totaling more than 200,000 stu dent
members
natio nwide,

according to McGregor.
" In 1999 there were on ly 408
college clubs, so you ca n sec we
ha ve in creased dramatic,lily,"
McGregor said .
Last yl!:\f there were close to
500 Democruti c clubs o n co ll ege
campuses, th is year th at number
has grow n to 1,240, acco rding 10
Dan Gddon, e ."(ec utive director
o f the Co ll ege Democ rat s of
America .
"There has definitely been a
hu ge amount of energy ovcr th e
pas t few yea rs," Geldon said .

See Republicans, Page 9

Improv skits, witty songs elicit laughs at Wise Ass
o

Audience of more than 130 students cheers on Columbia perfonners, represents tremendous growth of event since its inception

By Elliott L Ramos

sodas were gone be fore the ope ning act began. Stude nts were able
to sign up ahe ad of time or volun·
tee r to partic ipatc in several of the
improv comedy exercises.
The first improv skit o f the
evening, " Dr. Know- it-a ll ," fe atured three people attempting to
answer questio ns from the a udience by piecing together phrases
whe re only a ~ in g le member of the

three could say o ne word at .1 time .
Among the evening's enterlaln me nt was a s ke tch set in a doctor's
office with a cowboy gy necologist . Jacob Malo ne, jun ior wdio
majo r, Jose ph "Pop Co rn"
C hasta i, a freshman thea te r mujor.
and Orca Be ll a, a sophomore theCampus Building. 623 S. Wabash
ater major, were fea tured in the
Ave., was packed with more than
sketch.
130 students, and the pizza and
"The hardest thin g is wha t
we're go ing to do on
stage. Everyth ing e lse is
a piece of c;lke," s;lid
sopho more theate r major
Will iam C respo, who cohosted and organized the
event. " We got a rea ll y
g<xxI <ludience."
By far the most antic ip:lled perform ance of the
night was by The C upid
Players, a theate r company
directe d
by
Colum b ia
ins tru ctor
Brian Posen. He played
the piano as p layers
s tarted ski ts and sa ng
hilario us songs.
One of the more memorabl e mo me nts in the
skit came a fte r a fema le
Sophomore theater major Drea Belia (left), junior radio major Jacob Malone performer ripped out the
and freshman theater major Joseph 'Pop Corn' Chastai perform an improv heart of her date, with a
c ho rus s in gin g, "She
skit at Wise Ass Comedy Night on April 21 .

Slaff Writer
A s in gi ng theater troupe, an
imaginary visit to the gynecologist's offi ce and some ri sq ue materia l he lped kick o ff the Wi se Ass
improv comedy night on Apri l 21.
The Hok in Annex in the Wabash

likes you, but she docsn'tlike,like
yu u." Cupid Pla yer performer
Ranji t Souri stood si le nt in front
o f the audience on ly to bre:a k o ut
into a love ba ll ad to an unsuspec tin g girl. He sang about how he
didn ' t need he r, s ince the void in
hi s life was fi lled by "strip soli taire."
The group ended its performa nce by running out into the aud ience and giving everyone hu gs
before performing a so ng about
how the ir parent s were ha ving sex.
" I came here to see C upid," said
Quian" AI- Is la m, :a junior theate r
major. " I gave them a standing
ovat ion,"
SC:lTl Pressler, a fre shma n (jIm
major, said. "The best pari of the
night was defini tely the C upid
Pla yers. They were :awesome."
Press le r 's roo mm ate, fecling
advcnt urous. participllted in a ~ kit
in whi ch four me n had to admi t
their m OM embarrassing ~ t ones .
" I did il for Ihe hell uf it ," said
Cody Regemiller, a frcshm:1Il televis ion major. "What the hell do I
have to lose?"
He laughed with pride slIyi ng,
"Now I'll be referred to as boner
boy!"
Some of the later acts grew
more risqu~ wit h ski ts involving

descript io ns o f fcccs. sex or both.
Some of the amilcnce left as one
participant played guitar and sang
;1 song abou t Mic hael Jackso n. lit tle boys and pries ts.
This will be the 1:lst year that
Rebecca Gnllagher, the assl:.tan t
student event coordinator who has
hosled and o rgani zed Wise Ass
events, wi ll pl:ly host bec ause she
will gmduatc at tht: end of the
semester.
" I fee l I made :1 I.'\m tribu!HlIl tll
the campu s," Gallager S'1I(1.
She said she think s Wise Ass
has nwde a treme ndous IUrn around s ince il s debut. which had
'1Il audlcnce of fewer than 30 :.tudents . The April 2 1 e venl tx>a:.tt.!d
a cruwd of more !hall 130 peoplc ,
:u:con.itng tn Sharod SlIlIlh . till:
program coordinator for CS pat:es .
"We spetH about a 1l1()ll th 10 li ve
weeks to org:llllze the even!,"
Smll h ~:tid, "Evcry tllne you do It ,
you want to M:C what kllld (J .- pellpie you can g,e t With dl ver-, It y o t
the c rowds ."
"Everyone who cOlile:. tn WI:.e
Ass Wilill S In be th ere lind that ':.
somethin g you dOIl ' t get at e\cry
campus evcnt," said Ga ll agher. as
she str:ulled whippe d ( ream ulI tnf
her hair.
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11'h St.

Concert

Hall

Events

Television Department

Columbia , 0", ., e . ' ••• •

~

Program Guide for University Center on Chonnel32
Camp'us Update

in the lobby Monday at

12:30 pm

Columbia s forum for campus news, announcements, events, weather info & more...
MWfSu: 60, 80, 100, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSo: 70, 90,110, lp, 3p, 5p, 7p, 9p, 11 P

Tuesday. Aprit 26
Keyboard Mini-Fest
Is Practicing a Pain?

Undergrad

12:30 PM

Ashort drama that follows fNe (allege students who face life and love in the
Windy City.
MWfSu: 10:300
TRS: 7:30p

Keyboard Mini-Fest
The Keyboardists Get Invotved
6 :30 PM

Newsbeat
Live news broodeasl program produced by the students of the Television and
Journalism Departments.
TR: 12:00p

Wednesday. Aprit 27
Classical Guitarist
David Mosqueda in Concert

Speak Up

12:30 PM

Avariety show thol encourages hlcal college sludents from Columbia College,
Roosevelt ond DePaul Universites 10 speak up on ideas and loas thaI moiler 10
college students.
MWFSu: 12:30p
TRSG: 9:30p

Keyboard Mini-Fest
The Keyboardists Arrange Things

Garners

Trombonist and Composer
Eubanks Workshop

(NL)

Gel a preYiew of Ihe latest videa game gadgets for your game system and get a cool
video tUlorialthat will create the ultimale video game experience.
MWFSu: 8:00p

Reality Bar Crawl (NL)
Toke a ride on 0 rock slar lour bIB with Ihe [Osl of two renlity television shows.
II's a trip you don't want to miss!
MWFSu: 8:30p

AV Squad,(NL)
lf)'Ou 1hevghlyou'veseeRlile best music videos of the year, then you've been
misled. Check out new music videos 1b0l are more thon you could imagine.
MWfSu: 9:00p

College Town, USA

(Ntl

The crew visits college campuses, hong-outs and studelm around the (ounlry.
This week's open house: University ollilinios 01 Urbon&(hampoign
MWFSu: 9:3Op

Comedy Night School (Nt)
Ever taken a course thol won'l dock you poinls for laughing in doss? How about a
course thot offers the best way 10 cure a hangover and how 10 cook reneck-style?
It's all here at Comedy Night SdIooi.
MWfSu: 10:00p

Funny Money INL)

Comedians battle head to Iieod for big money gnd oudie)lce loughs.
MWFSu: 10:3Op

V Squad (Nt)

Be lhe first to see the lostesl music videos and live perfomonles from your favorite
musical Ol1ists.
MWFSu: 11 :OOp .

Planet X (Nt)
Instead of lhe ordinary sports, explore exlreme sporll from the H20Winter OOlsil.
MWfSu: 11 :30p
(HL) Ha1iOflal Lampoon H,I.otlc rrIHJr.mmiiag

6:00 PM

Thursday. April 28
1 :00

AM

5
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Columbia

C () l LEG E

CHICAGO

COMING UP: music, dance, & more
GROOVE along with sweet tunes and killer dance moves as 3 stages liven
up Columbia's campus and Grant Park with student bands, nationa l acts,
live art happenings, and high-energy student dance troupes.
All performances are FREE and open to the public.

HEADLINER BANDS
OZOMATLI - A lO-piece musica l explosion of Afro-Caribbean, Latin, ro ck, hip-hop, funk, world -beat
music that will get the party sta rted .
SAUL WILLIAMS - America's premier hip ·hop poet. "hyphen-artist extraordina ire" (poet-preach eractor-rapper-singer-musician) su re to evoke an evolution of thought.

STEVE TURRE - One of the world 's preem inent jazz innovators , trombonist and seashellist, Tu rre
blends jazz, Afro-Cuban , and Brazilian music to create a unique artisti c vision. He will be performing
along with Columbia's own Jazz Ensemble.

STAGE LINE-UP
ON FRIDAY, JUNE 3
Kick-off manifest in Grant Park
with Muntu Dance Theater
12:00pm to 12:30pm

MAIN STAGE in Grant Park:
Head liners and Student Dance Troupes
4:00pm to 9:30pm

SECOND STAGE in Grant Park:
Student Ba nds
12:30pm to 5:30pm

GARDEN STAGE at 11th an d Wabash:
Groups from the Music
and Theater Departments
12:00pm to 5:30pm

GET INVOLVED
Students , talk to your teachers and
department hea ds about end -of-year
departm ental exhi bits and presentations
or visi t our web si te to find ou t. how
you ca n be a part of manifest 05 .
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Columbia Hillel focuses
camera on Israeli culture
o

Film festival aimed at giving students understanding of different ways of life

By Chris Magnus
Copy Cluef

Obie Perez, a senior computer animation major, works on a project in the Science Vis ualization Communications Lab on the 14th
floor of the South Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave. The
lab is part of the Science Institute's goal to integrate science and
the arts.

Science instructor's
work lauded in UK
o

Columbia official aims to make science accessible

By Jeff Danna

weapons of mass dest ruction and
stem ce ll researc h that can be
Zafra Ler man,
head
of fu rt he r und erstood wit h some
Columb ia's Sc ience Ins tilUte. is scie ntific know ledge, she sai d.
Her teac hing melhod has been
in Europe this week, where she
wi ll be rewarded fo r her contri- the basis of the Science Ins titule
butions [0 sc ience educat io n and s ince its inception in 1977. Prior
gi ve a seri es of lectures on a ller- to the creatio n of the ins titute,
nali ve methods of teach ing sc i- Columbia offered a handful of
evening scie nce-re lated cla sses
encc.
The ho nor is o ne more accom - tau ght by part- tim e faculty mem pli shment in he r le gacy a t bers, sa id Ern est S ukowsk i,
Columb ia, whi ch indudes her Lerman's coll eague at Col umbia
vision for the Science In st itu te during the early years of the
and numerou s awards a nd Science Instit ute. Sukowsk i now
grants.
works at the Rosa lind Frankl in
On Apri l 27, the Royal Society University of Med ic ine and
of Chemis try. a 45,OOO-m ember Sc ience in North Chicago.
Britis h organization dedicated to
When former Columbia pres ithe advancement of chemistry dent Mike A lexa ndroff decided
and related scie nces, will honor to establish a full-fledged sc iLerman as s he delivers this ence institute, he hired Lerman
year's Nyholm Lecture, Where based o n her in vo lve ment not
C hem istry Meets Art: The just in scie nce, but also in human
E leme nt Connect ion, at the rights and peace activism. She
University of Brighton in had worked at renowned science
England.
in stitutions like Cornell and
The RSC in vi ted Lerman to Northwes tern universities , and
g ive Ih e prestigious lecture s he had st udied at the Weizmann
named for Sir Ronald Ny holm, In s titute of Scie nce and The
co uncil pres ident from 1968 to Tec hnion - Israel Institute of
1970, becau se of her method of Technology, both in Israe l.
teaching science thro ugh aspects
Upon being hired at Co lumbia,
o f art and media at Columb ia.
s he estab lished th e Department
At the sy mposi um, she will of Sc ie nce a nd Mathematic s .
receive a medal and £500, or During its first year, with on ly
approximate ly $960, rrom RSC her and Sukowski as faculty, the
President S ir Haro ld Kroto at a department received an equipreception fo llow in g her lecture.
ment grant from the National
" I'm probably the fi rst perso n Scie nce Foundation to develop
from an art schoo l to receive th is academic courses , s he said. With
award," Lerman sai d. " It 's very the gra nt, Lerman created th ree
unusual fo r a n Ameri ca n to classes still offe red at Co lumbia:
receive it. ... It 's rea ll y a big Chem is try
in
Daily Life,
ho nor to be honored by the Bio logy and the World Around
Royal Society of C hemistry."
You and .Physics: Light, Sound
During the cou rse of t wo and E lectricity.
weeks, she wi ll g ive three differS he and Sukowski faced the
ent lectures at various locat ions c hallenge of dete rm ining how to
in Great Britain, beginning Apri l best teach science to stude nts
25 in Read in g, England, and who mi gh t not have bac kending May 5 in Aberd een, grou nd s or in te rests in th e field.
Scotland .
" You had to appreciate where
Lerman believes that every- {s tud ents] were comi ng from,"
one, including art and media stu- Sukowski said. "You had to
dents, ca n learn sc ience if it is teac h the m things they could
taught properly. If teachers show use."
how sc ience is con nec ted to
In 199 J, Lerman fo rmed The
as pects o f art and media . stu - Ins titute For Science Education
dents ca n grasp concepts they and Sc ience Comm uni cat io n ,
might not understand as we ll if a nd s he co nt inu es to help it
the subject was taught in a mo re grow. Most recent ly, she helped
traditional manner.
the coll ege rece ive $ 145,000 last
"We Ji ve in a scientific a nd yea r under the No C hild Left
technologica l Koc icty," Lerma n Behind Act, whic h Co lumbi a
said . " Jt 's impo rtant fo r eve ry was also approved fo r this year.
person in a democracy to ha ve a With th is fund ing, the inst itute
background in sc icnce," Eve ry will help improve sc ience educaday people hear about iss ues like t ion in th e C hi cago Public
Nel'6 Editor

Zaza and his father stand side
by s ide in a publi c bathroo m. Zaza
playfull y jokes about the creatio n
of life with his father in their first
li ghthearted moment of the film
Late Marriage-the seco nd to lasl
scene in the movie.
He kneels in front of his father
and thanks him for bringing him
into the world, all before the audience rea lizes that he 's being
pushed into marryi ng the wrong
woman- not th e woma n he
loves-because o f pressu re from
hi s fam il y and the societa l constraints that he belie ves mus t
gu ide him .
The scene illustrates a marital
issue with in the Jewis h faith and
is represen tative of the scope of
the film s sc reened at the second
annual Hi ll e l's Israe li F ilm
Festi val. The fes t was held April
19 and 20 in the Fi lm Row
Ci nema o n the 8th floor of Ihe
1104 Cen ter, 11 04 S. Wabash Ave.
"The film festival helps us look
at the differences in culture and
foster understanding," sa id Rachel
Winokur, president of Columb ia
Hillel. an o rgan ization that celebrates the Jewi sh fait h. " We try to

expose Columbia and OIher campuses to Israel i culture that they
wou ldn ' , find in the media ."
Featured this year was Giraffes.
directed by Tzahi Grad; Desperado
Square, directed by Benny Torali ;
Late Marriage, directed by Dover
Kosashvi li; and Yoss; alld Jagger,
directed by Eytan Fox.
The Consul ale General of Israel
to the Midwest owns Ihe rights to
three of the films and donated
them to Hillel for the event. T he
consulate also put the group in
contact with Strand Releasing, the
distribution company for Yossi

alld Jagger.
Kathleen McLaughlin , coordinator or the Office or GLBT Student
Concerns, used pan or the GLBT
budget so the office could buy the
rights to Yossi alld Jagger. They
wanted to get in volved because of
the film's subject matter.
Yossi alld Jagger tells the story
of two male Israeli officers who
fall in love while posted at a
remote army base on the Israeli Lebanese border. The controversial subject of same-sex relatio ns hips is further complicated by the
strictly regimen ted system of the
military.
"[T he Hillel organizati on]

approached me and they really
wanted to bring in the film. and
they didn'l have Ihe funds to do
it," McLaugh lin sa id . "It stuck in
my head and when I redid the
budget I realized il was someth ing
I tota ll y wanted to support. I think
it 's great to spo nsor a great mi x of
events for queer s tudents and
international students. T hat way
we ca n reac h out to as di verse a
group as possible."
Hillel's miss ion is to provide
" meaningful Jewish educational,
cullura l and soc ial opportun ities,"
according to their website.
Winokur, a fiction wri ting major,
o rgan ized this year's event.
The two-day event drew about
50 peop le, Winokur said.
Moviegoers came from surro unding co lleges and hi gh schools to
see the movies; many students
attendin g earned extra credit for
various classes. Tameka Davis, a
freshm an broadcast journalism
major at Columbia, atte nded with
her roommate.
" I thought [Yoss; alld Jagger]
was interesting," Davis sa id,
"espec iall y since it was based on a
true s tory. whi ch is sad. Overa ll
the film was interesti ng and not
like anything I' ve seen before."

Columbia Hillel President Rachel Winokur (second from left) talks to guests at the Israeli Film Fest
opening reception April 19 outside the Film Row Cinema in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash, Ave.
Schools.
Lerman a lso encourages her
ow n students to integrate their
c reative fields with sc ience. She
has received projects from students that range from a comic
strip explaining how an atom is
split to a dance depicting the se p ~
aration of DNA.
" If you teac h [sc iencel in a
way everybody can unders tand
it , eve rybody can learn it and
love it." she sa id . "But the re is a
dan ger whe n you use the arts to
teach sc ience. It has to be clear
that the sc ience really comes
through the art. What I tell m y
students is if anybody in the art
department ca n draw what you
drew after taking my c lass, you
did not presen t scie nce in the
art."
O ne resource Lerman he lped
bring to the Sc ience In stitute thut
aid s stud ents in showing the ir
rese arc h thro ugh IIrt is the

Visualization
Sc ience
and
Communicatio ns Laboratory, or
VisLab. Built in 1993, the lab is
a place where students can work
o n audio and visual sc ience proj ec ts using up-to-date techno logy,
said VisLab director D avi d
Morton.
The idea for the lab, he said ,
s temmed fro m Lerman's philosophy that students can learn sc ience more effectively if it is integrated wit h their fields of s tudy.
"We wanted to give stude nts
the ability to visuali ze sc ientific
conce pt s in differe nt ways,"
Morton said.
Sky lar Wes by, a teaching assistant in the VisLab who graduated
from Columbi a last semester, is
one perso n who benefited from
Lerman's guidance, In 2002. he
and ot her stud ents traveled to
Africa with her to visit places
s uch as th.e University of Kenya ,
lind lin o rp hanage for children

w ith HIV/A IDS . While in
Kenya, Wesby, a film major. shot
a docume nt ary of the group' s
trave ls that he is s till putting
together.
He also traveled to Russia last
year wi th Lerman and several
o ther s tud e nt s to learn about
ecology and conflict resolutio n.
But it was the film projects he
produced for hi s sc ience classes
o n topics such as th e respiratory
system and cova lent a nd ionic
bonds that helped him land the
job as a TA" . got comfortable here," he
said. " I' ve become part of the
family."
Although Lerman's efforts
have helped students like Wesby
s ucceed and he lped the institute
grow, her accompli shments go
beyond the c la ssroom.
For 17 years she has served as

See Lerman, Page 9
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Work on faculty center
scheduled to begin this fall
o

Space in Michigan Avenue building will house several Columbia departments

By Monica Tapia
Staff Wnler

Co lum bia is pla nnin g the con-

structi on of an inst itut ional center for full- lim e and parHim e
faculty mem be rs tha t wi ll serve
as a mee ting place an d cooperati ve work enviro nment.

The Office of the Provost is
s pea rheading a plan that calls for

a section of the 8th fl oor of the
Alexandroff Camp us Ce nt er, 600
S. Michiga n Ave .. to be remode led. creating worksho ps. training roo ms and co nference rooms
for a ll facult y members. In its
early pla nning stages. the ce nte r
is slated to begin construc ti on in
the fa ll of 2005.
The new ce nter wi ll give fae ull y me mbers the opportunity to
have large co mmillee mee tin gs
in new con fere nce roo ms and
access to co mpute r lab s and
work s ho ps,
sa id
As socia te
Provost J ani ce Garfield .
"Facult y wi ll a lso be able to
bump into eac h other in a formal

Umon

and informal way," Garfield
said. " We're hopi ng it will bring
se re ndipity between the faculty
me mbers through the course of
the day."
Th e ce nter will a lso include
the Office of Ins truc ti ona l
Record s, the Cente r for Teac hing
Exce ll ence and other Columbia
de partments, whi c h will create a
closer work environmen t for th e
directors of each department.
Because the ce nte r will bring
some departmen ts cl oser togeth er, fac ulty me mbe rs will be ab le
10 work with eac h ot he r to
improve services, Ga rfie ld said.
The 8t h floo r is c urrent ly
occup ied by a copy center a nd
storage space.
M ike Deb ish t associate vice
pres ide nt of fac iliti es and operatio ns, said the fl oo r is c urre nt ly
being used by stude nt s.
" I am te mpo raril y gran tin g
space to grad students fo r their
projects, but whe n th e ti me
comes, new s paces wi ll be

assigned," Debish sai d.
Plans a re sti ll in their pre lim inary stages, and the Offi ce of
Cam pu s E nvi ro nme nt has not
decided o n a layout fo r th e center, De bi sh sa id . However,
Ge ns le r, the architec tu ra l fi rm
that worked o n pas t Colum bia
projects like "Co rridor Blit z,"
has prese nted so me desig ns.
The fund s for the ce nte r will
come out of Co lum bia's cap ita l
expe nses, although the cos t of
the e ntire project IS s till
unk nown .
Today, fac ult y me mbe rs use
th e II th floor of th e So ulh
Cam pu s B ui ld in g, 624 S.
M ichigan Ave .. as a resource
institute ce nte r. But si nce the
11th fl oor is a mult ipu rpose
space a lso used by the Fictio n
W ri tin g Depa rtmen t, the new
center wi ll accommodate more
functions fo r all fa c ulty mem bers.
Da vi d Ziva n, part-time s taff
for the Journ alism Department ,

sa id he wasn' t awa re of the new
cente r, but thinks it will be benefic ial for a ll facu lt y.
" It 's good to know I'll have a
place to park mysel f for a while
and to prepare myse lf before
class," Zivan said. " It seems to
me that Colu mbi a is bursting
through seam s a ny way th ey
co uld right no w."
Ann Hanso n, full- time facu lty
for the Sc ience an d Math
Department , sai d th e ce nte r
seems like a great idea s ince fac-

ult y are so isolated. altho ugh she
was a lso unaware of the plans for
the new cente r.
"1 do n't know much about it,
but J th in k it's a grea t idea since
faculty ha s a lot of meetings, and
we're always fighting for space,"
Han son said.
With a refreshmen t and pantry
center al so o n the agenda, the
ce nte r w ill not only be a good
reso urce ce nter, but the hub for
cas ual conve rsa tio n between fac ulties.

are more clearl y defined, such as
with the case of on-campus tutors,
the cha lle nged voters were categorized into gro ups. T he hearing
officer found that 42 of the 60 c ha llenged votes should be included in
the election.
Despite the Excelsior list dec ision, the 36- page NLRB report
concl udes that three of the four
objec tions to the admin istration's
alleged cond uc t during the e lection

be th rown out- incl ud ing c harges
that the college direc ted e mployees
to the wrong voti ng location, misinformed employees of the dale of the
e lection and promoted employees
to management roles just before the
e lection to render them ineligible
for inclusion in the union.
The college circulated an e-mai l
message April 18 informing the
college community of the results.
" It is st ill the college's position

th at a number of these indi viduals
are not e ligible to VOle for various
reasons and therefore their names
should not have been on the li st,"
Lloyd sa id in the e- mail.
In an interview, Lluyd said the
college's view about a staff union
remains the same. While Columbia
does not agree that there is any
need for a staff un ion on campus, it
supports the righ ts of members to
pursue one .

The faculty lounge on the t 1th floor of the South Campus
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave., currently serves as a multipurpose area. A new faculty center on the 8th floor of the Alexand roH
Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., will provide additional
resources for faculty.

Comilll/ed/rom From Page

Columbia will un ionize. However,
if there are less than 3 1 pro-union
ballot s, it does not necessari ly
mean that the potentia l for a union
is lost.
Tha t's because if the ball ots
don't add up to a staff un ion, the
report stales that the e lec tion
should be thrown ou t a ltogethe r.
"Sho uld the Pet itioner fai l to
receive a majority of the va lid
vales counted , Ithe NLRB} recommend [s) that the first e lectio n be
set aside and a second elec tion
ordered."
US of CC representatives sa id
they anticipate that the college may
attempt to appeal the hearing offi cer's decision. The worst-case scenario, said Joa n McGrath , a US of
CC member and spokeswoma n, is
that a n appeal could potentia ll y tie
up the process fo r months or even
years.
" We just want the ballots to be
opened. If we lose after the votes
are counted, we won' t take that
ex tra e lection ," McGrath said. "We
don' t th ink delayi ng it wi ll do anything . It wou ld just be stand ing in
the way of democracy."
However, a spokeswoman for
the administrati on was vague about
Col umbia 's plans.
Mark Lloyd, vice president of
marketing and communications for
Columbia, sa id that there has been
no commun ication between college
administrators and the US of Cc.
Citi ng a need to handle Ihe matter expediently, Lloyd sai d he was
unable 10 cumment fui-Wer.
"We have nOlhing to add to Ihe
US o f CC's s t'Hcment~." Lloyd
said. " If we do decide to appca lt he
results, we wi ll inform the NLRA
and the US of Cc."
Barring :my appeal by Ihe <':01 ·
lege, the next MCP is for Ihc hearing
ofllcer 's recommendations 10 go
before an NLRB board for wn~ i d 
eralion. Moran ~ aid th ~re is no
time table for when the actu:1I
results of the cha llenged vot~~ . nr
the future o f ;1 s taff ulllon at
Columbia, will be known . The
boanJ will be made up of fivc
appoi nted members.

" It could take quite some ti me to
address it," she said.
In the event that the votes are
coun ted and the US of CC loses,
McGrath sa id it wi ll pursue its
legal right to vote again in one
year, regardless of any concessions
or appeals by the college.
The saga began in October during the run up to the e lec tio n .when
me mbers of the US of CC and college exec uti ves sta rted butting
heads.
On Oct. 2 1 pro-union staff members filed a complaint with the
NLRB after elect ion resu lts
showed 158 staff me mocrs against
the union and 138 for it. Two days
prior to the e lection, the college
had se nt the NLRB a revised
Excels ior list. a doc ume nt Ihat
ident ifi es all e ligib le volers by
name and address, but six names
had been removed. The pro-union
staff me mbers contend that they
were not provided with this revised
list.
The complaint also charged that
69 voters who should have been
e ligible under terms agreed upon
by both the co llege and the proun ion staffers were left o ff the list.
The hearing office r 's report
states that the college may have
tampered with thc Exce lsior list.
which could be grounds for a new
elect ion. But the report acknow ledges that the issue is a tricky one
because it was difficult to determinc voter eligibi lity at th ~ colleg~. The hearing oflicer took into
accuunt the multifacetcd nature of
many sta ff jobs on campus .
"Staff employees enco m pas~ just
:Ibout all employees of the college
who arc not managers. supervisors,
fac ulty. independent (,,'ontractors or
~ t ude nt s, and wh il e this may
appe;lr ralher :-. tra igh l forw~lrd, Ihe
struc ture of the college makes it
pal1icularly challenging to di stillgui~h ~upcrvi~ors and man;l gers
from rank and file ~ Iaff m~mbcrs, "
the report said .
In many ins tan cc~ the rcport
examincs the (,,·hallt.:nged voter~ on
a ca sc-by- c a~c ba~i s. When the
roles of the challe nged ~l1l plo yecs
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In honor of Administrative Professionals Week, April 24-30, 2005, the Office of
Human Resources would like to recognize the following employees for making
Columbia College Chicago an enjoyable, creative and productive workplace:
Weston Morris, Acaclemic Computing
Chris Greiner, Academic Initiatives & International Programs
Jim Gingras, Advising Center
Robert Keck, Administrative Services
Leticia Martinez, Administrative Services
Marilyn Quiroz, Administrative Services
Margarita Cruz, Admissions
J~I Huntsberger, Admissions
Cindy Martinez , Admissions
steve Mulcahy, Admissions
Amber Reyes, Admissions
Claudia Chi, Art & Design
Sel ie Gordon, Art & Design
Heather Rounds, Art & Design
Mosella Clair, Arts, Entertainment & Media Management
Naomi Couch, Arts, Entertainment & Media Management
Sherita Cowans, ASL-English Interpretaticn
Sonija D. Dewberry, Audio Arts & Acoustics
Elliott Scott. Audio Arts & Acoustics
Gina Ordaz, Book & Paper Center
Lincia Hunter, Center for Black Music Research
Joanne Hinkel, Center for Teachi~ Excellence
Irma Friedman, Chicago Center/Arts Policy
Gabrielle Watkins, Co.-ay Achievement Project
Larry Russo. Dance
Paul Holmquist, Dance Movement Therapy
Jeanne Boruta, Dean of Students Office
Kelly Rix, Dean of Students Office
Lisa Lewandowski, Eal'tj Childhood Education
Kare Clari( DuQuette , Educational Studies
Jene DeGrade, English
Rana Hl.(chinson, Engi sh
Gerlyn Jeckson, Recruitment & Development
Lincia NasllJ'id, Fiction Writing
Deborah Roberts, Fiction Writing
Jennifer Seay, Fiction Writing
Michael Bright, Film Video
SaMr. Cuprisin, Film Video
Joan McGrath , Film Video
Dorothy Horton-Jeckson, Freshman Seminar
Rorid. Dibbern, Glass Curlllln Gallery
David Marts, Graduate Sc hool
Shwed ~h, Hokin Center
Rhonda Hart, Human Resources
Cassandr. Mosby, Inform. tion Technology
Toni Campbel . Institute for Science Educ.tion
Jeffo<ey Wade. Institute for Scienc. Education
Shelley Brown, Inst~uticnal Advancement
Mary Ellen Lew.ndOwslu, Instructional Medi.
AOI Butler, Inte,actlve Multimedia Program
Kr isten Johnson. InterdiSCiplinary Arts

Diane Jones, Journalism
Lena Renteria, Journalism
Krista Macewko, Liberal Education
Oscar Valdez , Liberal Education
Michelle Ferguson, Library
Sherlene Shaw-McCoy, Marketing Communication
Phyllis Stroup , Marketing Communicaticn
Karen Anderson, Music
Mary Blinn, Music
Marviana Maragos, Payroll
Linda Williams, Payroll
Laura Bauknecht, Photography
Diana Vanegas, Photography
Susan Babyk, Office of Campus Environment
Tenita Price , Office of Community Arts Partnership
Caroline Caligiuri, Office of Fac ilities & Operaticns
Rhett Lindsay, Office of New Student Program & Orientation
.lui e Burns, Office of the President
Pegeen Quinn, Office of the President
Yvonne SocIe, Office of the President
Deborah Coney, Office of the Provost/VP of Acaclemic Affairs
Jeffrey Grauel, Office of the Provost/VP of Academic Affairs
Andrew Whatley, Office of the Provost/VP of Acaclemic Affairs
Ruthie Smith, Office of the Provost/VP of Academic Affairs
Debi Rosenblum, Office of the Vice President of Finance
JiMSummers, Office of the Vice President of Student Affairs
Judy Madsen, Radio
Mary Mattucci, Radio
Linda Dianda, Records
Lydia Johnson, Records
Deanna Evans, School of Fine & Performing Arts
Alexandra Garcia, School of Liberal Arts & Sc iences
Charles Castle, School of Media Arts
Clara Carr, Science & Math
John J. MlJ'ray, Science & Math
Mary Harris, Senior Seminar
T~a King, Student Activities
Vic kie Hayes, Student Employment
Tina Blumenberg, Student Financial Services
Edward Covington, Student Financial Services
Nancy Gahan, Student Financial Services
Jeney Henning, Student Financial Services
Teresa Mittons, Student Financial Services
Admltlbll allve l'rcfIeaalonals Day Is Ap1t1 27.
Klsi.h Slaughter, Student Financial Services
PI_.. take this oppodurMy to Ihow yow
Ernie KIm/in, Student Leadership
oppreclallon lor oI lheir '-d world
L.toy. C.mpbel~ Television
L..... Levltt-Gamls, Television
Julie Lutgen, Theater
I;
Jenet Duran, ~ard BolJ'id
Nicholas Aaulna, wr~ine Center
~
T~a Harasym, Writing Center

Columbia
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the cha ir of the Scient ific
Freedom and Human Rights
Subcommillee of the Amer ica n

Lerman said. The second confere nce is scheduled for November

Chemica l Society, and she is

Her comm itment to advocating human rights earned her the
Charl es Lathrop Parsons Award
from the Nationa l American
Chemical Society in 2003, an
honor bestowed to members of
the society who demonstrate outstand ing public service. For her
teaching methods, Lerman has
received the Presidential Award
fo r Excellence in Science,
Mathematic s and Engineering
Mentoring in 1999. among ot her
awards.
"Zafra is No. 1. a dynamo."
Sukowski said. "She's bubbling
with energy. She has an active
mind, and she comes up with
idea, after idea, after idea:'

also the vice-chair of the
Committee
of
Concerned
Scientists. She frequently travel s
overseas as a peace advocate and
has worked 1O free prisoners in
foreign countries and establ ish
peace in the Middle East.
In 2003. in Malta. Lerman
organ ized the first-ever conference of scientists from Middle
Eastern nations, with the idea
that those who attended cou ld
establish coope rative scientific

projects

across

borders.

By

wo rkin g together on common
issues such as water resources

and energy needs, the countri es
cou ld

move

toward

peace,

Republicans

2005.
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"We are spreading the democrat "1 think the Republican club is
ic message."
a good thing ," Joseph Yeo man. a
Within the past few years, student with the Columbia
people are realizi ng that current Co llege Democrats Club, sai d .
decision s are going to have a ,·It helps get other students opinlong-term effect. sai d Rick ions out and gives us so mething
Veens tra , chairman of the to compete against."
Illinois Young Republican s.
Weinberg sa id the Columbia
"Whenever you have a contest- College Young Republicans are
ed election and people are excited currentl y planning the ir next meetabout the candidates, that's when ing, which will probably meet at
you start seeing chapters form- the end of April when Slusher
ing," Veenstra said.
returns to Chicago. Meanwhile.
Weinberg agrees, and said he members will be pUlling up fiyers
hopes to bring some balance to around campus providing more
Co lumbi a.
rcontact information for students
The two groups on campus who are looking to join.
ha ve been in touch and ta lked
"Students who w ish to affiliabout ways to work with each ate them se lves with a party at
other. Most members wou ld like schoo l shou ld have an amp le
to see debates. and agree a soft- opportunity to do that," Veenstra
ball game for fundrai s in g would said . ""T hey sho uld be recoga good idea as well.
ni zed."

tie

A Staged Reading Celebration
and Informational meeting Announcing
The new BA/ BfA in Playwriting and
BfA in fiction Writing majOrS
learn about these new m~ors and see cutting-edge work
b~ some of Columblcf; most eXCiting student Pla~wrights
Performed b~ some of the Theater Departments finest actors

friday. April 29th 12-lpm
Hokin Hall. 623 S Wabash

Sponsored b~ the fiction Writing
and rheater Departments

Columbia c
COLLEGE

CHICAGO
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give me an exceptional value

I'll seize the opportunity

just watch me
Take 2 undergraduate classes for 6 credits and pay
for only 5. This summer Roosevelt is helping students
like you get ahead with more than 50 one-week intensive courses and other convenient scheduling options.
Check out our complete online listings for more than
450 summer lIndergradliate and graduate classes,
including special courses for adults and many business,
education and liberal arts courses.

Roosevelt Summer 2005
REQUIRED
DATES
PRE-SESSION

SESSION

III 6weeks
iii 6weeks
II 8weeks
iii 12weeks
I!I I-week intensive
Ell I-week intensive

m
m
ED
m
m

None

May 21-July 1

None

July 5-August 15

None

June 4-August 1

None

May 21 - August 15

April 29

May 16-20

May 19

June 13-17

I-week intensive May 18

June 20-24

I-week intensive June 17

July 11-15

I-week intensive June 24

July 25-29

5 Fridays

May 20

June 3, 10. 17, 24. July 1

5 Saturdays

May 21

June 4, 11 . 18.25. July 9

Don't miss out on our summer undergraduate tuition
discount. Register early at www.roosevelt.edu/summer,

$5

n._..... _. . _~1iI_. . .

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSIlY
CH I CAGO · SCHAUMBURG · ONLINE

hlG'nfw'"~Ita,toI"'w..I ~lIldil""

www.rooseve lt- edu

The HothC:ue;~
Wed. May 4th
9pm to lam

Columbia

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

FOFl TICKETS + INFO, VISIT WWW.HOTHOUBE.NE T
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' ·877·A PPLY RU
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Briefs from colleges
across the country
A serious hazing foul
A 19·yca r-old University of
Californ ia at Berkeley student
was shot more than 30 li mes

with a 813 gun April 8 in what
police arc ca ll ing a hazing incident involvi ng the university's
Pi Kappa Phi fraternit y.

The victi m, who requ ested
that hi s name not be released,
was pledging the fraternity whe n

he was taken by about 15 fraternily membe rs to the fratern ity

house, where he was stripped
down to a T-shirt and boxer
shorts, police said.

The group proceeded to interrogate th e stude nt about th e
locations of the other pledges,
but the p ledgee refu sed to ta lk.
During the interrogation, a l least
three fraternity members took

turns shOaling the victim from a
range of fi ve feet or less w ith a
BB gun, said Berkeley police Lt.
Wesley Hester.
During the incide nt, frate mity
members tried to force the victim to smoke ma rijuana and
drink beer, he said.
The victim chec ked himse lf
into the e me rgen cy room at
Kaiser Pe rmanente Oakla nd
Medical Cente r the nex t day,
where he was treated for welts
and bru ises on hi s body. A hospital nurse co nta c ted Be rke ley
poli ce Saturday eve ning to not ify officers a bout the shooting.
Lt. Hester sa id the victim'S
injurie s were not life threatening
and he is expected to recove r
quickly.

Students dress up to promote gender awareness
The Tres idder Oa k Room at
Stanford Unive rsi ty, April 16,
he ld Gende rfu k, Stanford 's
annual drag ball , and was host to

several hundred women in su its,
men in dresses and students in
every imaginabl e cos tume .
The event not only gave studeills a reason to party, bu t also
one to support gender awareness
The Queer/Stra ight
issues.
A ll iance, or QSA, has helped
promote Genderfuk for more
than a decade.
This year, the QSA adve rtised
more heavily than in years past,
promoting the eve nt not only at
Stanford, but also at seven other
local universi ties. Anyone with a
college 10 was welcome at the
parry, which featured perfonnances from 12 student groups
and the professiona l drag hiphop group Nappy Grooves .
" It's unique," said senior
Hannah Leslie, president of the
QSA. "Just look at the crowd
dressed up in drag. People are
having fun in a unique environm ent . The event le ts students
perfonn and lets everyone f- k
w ith gender. Ge nderfuk gives us
vis ibil ity on ca mpus, but mostl y
it 's just fun ."
Leslie added that Genderfuk
may be the last QSA- sponsored
party of the year, although the re
might be a queer fonnal in May.

Univer sity attrac ts pingpong player s
Han Xiao remembers the
exact age at whi ch he slaned
playing table tennis. He was 6
and a half.
H is
c irc ums tances
ha ve
improved somewha t in the last
12 years. X iao , a freshman computer sc ience and business management major at the Uni versity
of Maryland, is ranked among
the top three players under the
age of 22. He ho lds a place on
th e U.S . nat ional table tennis
team and plans to try for the
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Students speak out

AP

Irena Com padre of Little Rock, Ark. , a sophomore at Washington University in St Louis,
sits in the fi rst fioor window of the admissions office April 15, during a student protest for
higher wages for campus workers , including groundskeepers and food service employees. Members of the Student Wo rke r Alliance indicated that they are making progress fol lowing a meeting with Chancellor Mark Wrighton and others.
2008 Olympics in Beijing.
Xiao and th e three other membe rs of the university 's intercollegiate team are the latest examples of the university's tendency
to attract some of the bi ggest tale nts in the sport of table Ie Mis,
informally known as pingpong.
The uni vers ity's four-person
learn, captained by Xiao, also
includes se nior computer scie nc e and economics major
Tianzhou Duan and freshman
ge nera l business major Mi chael
Shao, who are ranked in the top
15 and top 50, respecti ve ly.
among th e unde r-22 playe rs
nationwide.
The three are all of Chinese
he rita ge. Duan was born in
Bcijing, where table tennis is

Kidding around

AP

Aaron Hohensteir, top right, and James Nelson, top left, along with other volunteers from
Iowa State University build a new playground in Old Town Park Ap ri l 16 in Ames , Iowa.
Students in ISU's Leaders Inspiring Connections group raised $45,000 for Old Town Park
and two other playgrounds in the community. Close to 300 student volu nteers took part in
the construction.

regarded as an intensely serious
sport. The C hinese nati ona l team
is first in the world and contains
more top-lO players than any
othe r country.
Xiao has rehlflled 10 Chi na,
this time w ith the national team,
to compete in the wo rld table
tennis
champions hip s
in
Shanghai that began April 23.

A sport that should be
illu strated
The Prince to n U ni vers ity
campus was calm and quiet. A
few students walked on paths
from classes to dorms, and a
handful of tou rists posed in front
of landmark s.
Sudde nl y, Monda y afte rnoon's s ile nce was shatte red.
Naked bodies, screaming vo ices
and blaring air horns e merged
from an obstructed corner near
Nassau Hall and started running- fast .
The 20 streakers, members of
the Hamilton Coll ege Va rs ity
Streaking Tcam, had come to
Prince ton for a mee t.
"The idea of go ing to
Princeton was to participate in
good-natured com pe titi on a nd
score a victory," sa id Hamilton
alum Matt Stringer, who founded the team in 2002 and travel ed
from his home in Denve r for the
meet.
Streakers cons ider themselves
victorious when people app laud
or join in. Anothe r sign of success is avoiding campus safety
officials.
Sc ot! Welfel, fou nd er of
Princeton 's streaking teamwhich was disbanded last week
afte r a police invest igatlonwas impressed by the team's
turnout and spirit.
"f think it was basica ll y a
shock -and-awe ca mpaig n," he
sa id. "They completely rocked
our world. Our team was put to
shame."
A reponer and a photographer
fro m SpOIlS Illustra ted magazine
came to campus to watc h the
Hamilton team in action.

The streakers did not attract
muc h negative attention and no
calls were placed to public safety, according to C harles Dava lL
the Departmen t of Pub lic
Sa fet y's de puty direc tor for
operation s.

T ime is money, so hur ry
up
Convi nced that some coll ege
students are lingering on campus
longer than they should , some
Florida lawmakers wa nt to make
s lowpokes pay to stay.
Two Se nate committees have
approved a p lan that wo uld
increase tuition for state uni vers ity and commun ity college shldents who take s ignific antl y
more classes than their undergraduate degrees require.
The latest ve rs ion of the plan
wou ld rai se in-sta le studen ts'
tui tion by 75 percent if they take
20 percent more classes than a re
requ ired. For a typ ical 120-credit bachelor 's degree , the increase
wou ld kick in after 24 ex tra
cred it s, or about eight ext ra
classes.
There wou ld be excep tions for
double maj ors, remedial courses
and some other circ umstances,
and the proposal would apply
onl y to studt:nt s who start college fall 2005 or later.
Tuition rates tend to c hange
each year. But with this year's
rates, the increase wou ld boost a
state universi ty student's tuition
bi ll fro m about 568 to $119 pe r
credi t- to a total of about
52,850 for a Iypi cal unde rgradua te load of 24 credi ts per year.
Meanwhile , student s who
graduate promp tly would be
rewarded. T hose with few er than
three cxtra credits woulll gel a
tuition rebatc of up 10 S I ,000 .
Stale analYS IS have suggested
the tuition surc harge could sa\'c
slate taxpa yers millions of dolla rs, as Ihe slate subs id izes s tu dents from Flo rida . T hey gent'rally pay about one-qua rter ofll1e
cost of their educations.
- Compill(,ti b)' Alan J /Jakel'
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Students petition for financial aid reform
o

National Tuition Endowment Act could redistribute government funding, create $30 billion over 10 years for scholarships

By Alan J. Baker
Associate Editor
As

tuiti on

continues

to

increase for post-secondary educat io n. more students find them se l ves borrowing money and
sadd led with the burde n of debt

aflcr graduation.
So a handful of Columbia
Uni versit y students in New York
arc launching a ca mpaign
e ncouragi ng s tude nt s nali o nwide 10 lobby the U.S. government 10 approve The Natio nal
Tuition

Endowmen t

Act

of

2005.
Nathan Walker. Ihe aut hor of
the bill. estimates Ihal it cou ld
generate $30 bi llio n over a 10
year period. The funds cou ld
then he used 10 pro vide scholars hips for students.
II was Walker 's curios ity that
led him to discover what the
gove rnment' s FASFA program
w as doing wi th the acc umulated
interest from its loa n program.
including his own.
Through informat io n from
and
interview s
w ith
the
Deparlment
of Education.
Walker. with the he lp o f
Baranda Fermin, a soc iology
and education major, concluded
that the interest generated from
student loans was g iven to o th er
federal program s rather than
going back to the DOE.
"The interest remaini ng afte r
operational costs is sent back
into the treasury." Fermin said .
" II gets di vided up into other
program s. It should go back to
Ihc Departmen t o f Educi.llio n."
Walk er and Fermin. wi th the

,"'6oc¢ll

' 811t
.I

Accordin g to Walker, by dents to s how Congress that
he lp o f eight other boa rd mem·
bers. ha ve si nce written the NTE eliminating interes t charges. the they care, Kantrowitz said.
" If you have 100.000 students
Act and are wai ting to present it government will be able to offer
petition and protest. then you
lower student loan rates.
to Congress.
get
something,"
The treasury is getting its mi ght
'" found seven areas of waste
that. if we capture, cou ld gener- fundin g from somewhere, and Kantrowitz sa id .
Walker launc hed the ca mate $30 billi on in I 0 years." usuall y it's fro m the public in
the form of bonds. accordi ng to paign in January to encourage
Walker said .
coll ege students nati onwide to
The first plan aim s to refi- Kantrowitz .
"So th e in terest is what 's endorse the act.
nance the bond rates that are
" We are asking
availab le o n student , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
for students to sign
loa ns. The government
w
Interest from student and
our petitions and for
currentl y use a 9 per·
:::I
parent loans.
s tude nt
gove rn cent rate rather than the
Z
ments at uni vers it ies
market rate of 3 percent.
w
and co lleges
to
Walker sa id .
Income from loan consolidations.
~
endorse ou r ideas,"
By allowing a more
Walker sa id .
nexible market , with
The
Co lumbia
lower ra tes. the govern·
College
Student
ment could save billions
Gove rnment
o f dollars that could
Associat ion ha s not
then be redirected back
been co ntacted by
into fund s for th e NTE
campaig n members
Act. Walker said .
are currently fixed.
about the NTE Act .
A lso. additional NTE
However.
SGA
funding would come
Remove ~tax vexempt" bonds
Pres ide nt Mi chae l
from the income generfor private banks.
Gallo said he likes
ated by federal loan
the idea o f the stu·
conso li dation and elimi Eliminate interest charges from
dent s' effort to help
nating s ubsidies to
U.S. Treasury to Department
offset the costs of
age ncie s
enforcing
of Education.
loans.
default loans, he sa id .
"!t's
definitely
" It 's great that stuBiminate government default
dents have devised this
something that I am
subsidies to private banks.
going to bring up at
plan to lobby fo r stu·
the
dent
aid,"
Mark
next
senate
meeting."
Gallo
Kantrowitz, publi s her
said. "They might
of Financial Aid web·
site, said. "Some points
s upport it . on the
are reali stic and some L_.....::~~;:;;:~.,--'-__='---.:!!!~~!!!!!~~'£!!J idea that it's a bene·
fit to students."
are not."
' tz
The NTE Act ca ll s for
Th e legi s lati o n pro posed
remova l of the intercst o n said . "It) just-Q.0t
throu gh NTE must be presented
Ii'
money the treasury issues the
The most important step right at a time w he n Co ngre ss
now is to get s upport from stu- rev iews th e Hi gher Education
govern mc ni for ~tu d clH loan:..

a:

2

Act guidelines. According to the
Department o f Education. the
Higher Education Act is up for
review at some point in 2005 .
If the new legislation is
approved by Congress, the
money saved would be redirect·
cd bac k to students through
scholarships .
Grad students going into pub·
lic services and students main tain ing a 3.0 GPA would qualify.
And students who are transfer·
ring from a community coll ege
to larger inst itutions would be
eligible as well.
"We want to help with the
tuition leap for s tude nt s who are
making the financial leap ,"
Fermin sa id .
Walker and Fermin <Ire con·
tinuing to promote their cam·
paign by ga inin g support from
students across the coulllry.
Together they are pushing for
students from more than 3,000
colleges and uni versities nation·
wide to help bring the Act
before Congress by signing peti tions through their student CQuncils.

The NTE team will lobby the
Act to get more stude nt s
involved during the Student
Financial Aid Research Netwo rk
in Chicago on June 10, accord·
log to Walker.
I I
' i ,~ ~ajd lh~ ~vc;n.t in June 'wh l t

be anotlier g/e~t b.itlit l0j!:'it IheJ!,.

word out while meeting vhtfi
scho lars in the area .
" We're excited and right now
ou r effort is just trying to get
morc student s in volved with thc
NTE campa ign:' Fermi n said .
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Hostile

Takeover

BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
ments. Even if I can't always
afford to shop at them, I can't
imagine the neighborhood without them, What wou ld happen if
the little boutiques and trendy
thrift and record stores are
replaced by big chains?
First, the hipsters would be
gone. Yes, gone. Disappeared.
Poof! They're way too cool to
stick around any neighborhood
with a Gap in the vicinity (even if
so many of them secretly not
only shop, but long to work,
there). The tattooed-artist types
(80 percent of Columbia) would
inevitably feel forced to move to
a non-gentrified Chicago neighborhood. That leaves ... wetl,
you see my point.
Yuppies will flock en masse to
Wicker Park just as they did to
lincoln Park's Armitage Avenue
and Halsted Street areas when
they went corporate, replacing
cute independent boutiques with
big names lik&-OshKosh?
Weird.
Longtime Wicker Park establishments like Filter Coffeehouse
and Myopic Bookstore will be
replaced with their big business
counterparts. While there's
already a Starbucks at the intersection of Damen , Milwaukee
and North avenues (which
neighborhood residents protested upon its opening), it won't be
all that surprising when the coffee monopolist invades Filter's
home. After all, what's better
than one Starbucks? Twodirectly across from each other.
Corporate heads will conclude
that it's just too difficult for their
customers to cross the street,

I'll be the first to admit that,
more often than not, this space
is filled with nonsense. And most
of the time, I like it that way. I
pride myself on being able to
ramble on and on about inane
subjects, personal stories that
probably only I think are funny
(you know, the you-had-to-bethere kind), and occasional pop
culture musings. But this week, I
decided it was time I address a
more serious issue: Wicker
Park.
Last week it was announced
that a handful of corporate retai lers are scouting locations in
Wicker Park-more specifically,
along North Milwaukee Avenue.
As a recent Northwest Side
transplant from the giant corporate retail magnet that is lincoln
Park, I was appalled. It's not like
stores such as the Gap, Urban
Outlitters and J.Crew don't have
a presence in the city. And public
transportation is easy enough
(for now) for people to use to get
to the already-existing stores.
Since I've gotten used to
being away from the capitalist
neighborhood lance called
home, I've become more
attached to and supportive of
small independent establish-

and soon, they won't have to.
Borders and Barnes & Noble
will each be vying for Myopic's
customers. The highest bidder
will win and current residents will
have to look elsewhere for rare
or used books, and they can
completely forget about selling
their books anywhere in the
area. Hard-to-find zines that
grace the shelves at Quimby's
will be replaced with glossies
like Better Homes & Gardens.
But of course, Quimby's won't
be Quimby's. Hell, it probably
won't even be a bookstore. They
need to make room for a
McDonald's somewhere. But if
fast food aficionados aren't in
the mood for Big Macs, there'll
be a Taco Bell right around the
corner, replacing the popular late
night Mexican joint, Fl ash Taco.
And we can say goodbye to
buying and selling cool CDs and
vinyl as Reckless Records will
be pushed out of its Milwaukee
Avenue location. The typical mall
staple Sam Goody will likely
replace the neighborhood's
favorite record store, and gigantic window displays and diminutive inventories will be all the
rage.
Wicker Park would essentially
become a characterless hasbeen of Chicago culture, as it
would look a lot like any suburb
directly outside the city.
This would be a nightmare. I
can only hope the property owners in Wicker Park realize this
too, and don't sell out for a big
check that will ultimately turn the
last hip neighborhood into anoth er lincoln Park.

----- --- --- ---------------- -- ------ ---------- --- ---- -- -.
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Isn't this ironic? Alanis Morrisette is
planning an all-acoustic tour to promote an acoustic ra-release of her
1995 album Jagged Little Pill. The
new version will be available exclusively at Starbucks for the first six
weeks of its release, features new
recordings of such hits as the angsty
"You Oughta Know" and yodelesque "Hand in My Pocket."
I
I
I
I

I

---- - ----------------~
Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley
is prominently featured in a Time
Magazine article profiling the five
best big-city mayors in the country. The article, which is in the
April 25 issue of Time, describes
Daley's power over the city as
"near imperial" and "unchecked,"
yet still manages to make
Daley's reign seem like democracy at its best.

A University of tllino is at
Chicago music composition
class got stung last week when
Sting dropped by for an
impromptu performance. The
class had been told that they
were being videotaped for a
school promotional video, when
in fact it was for the surprise
celebrity visit. The recording is
to be used in an upcoming
episode of the MTV series
"Stand In.''

----------------- -------------------------------- -- --Jamie Murnane - jmurnone@chronlclemoll.com - 312.344.8565
Trfsh Bendix - tbendlx @chronlc lemOll.COm - 312.344. 752 1
Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlclemoll.com - 312.344.7086
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Lollapa lineup announced
Perry Farrell announces Pix ies, Weezer and m ore to play two-day Grant Pa rk festival
By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor
The lineup for Lollapalooza
2005 in Chicago is finally official.
In an April 22 press conference, Perry Farrell, founder of
the famed music festival,
unveiled an impressive list of
performers for its latest incarnation-a two-day event that
will
play
exclusively
in
Chicago's Grant Park on July
23 and 24. After scouting 25
cities for a suitable location,
Farrell and festival producers
Capital Sports & Entertainment
enthusiastically agreed on
Chicago.
'We found Chicago to be
ideal. The skyline is pertect and

gorgeous," Farrell said. Ul was
so happy that we all came to
the
agreement to build
Lollapalooza here. "
Some notable acts in the
lineup of more than 60 groups

include The Pixies , Weazer,
T he Killers , Dinosaur Jr.,
Dashboard Confessional, The
Black Keys , Death Cab for
Cutie and Liz Phair.
While reading through the list
of
performers,
Farrell
described select acts as only
he could.
"Music is like food," he said
of the relatively unknown band
Kasabian. "Better yet, it's like
breathing. When the air's not

so great. you start to breathe
shallow.
When
I
hear
Kasabian , I breathe deep."
Although Lollapalooza has
normally centered on young
up-and-comers, the show will
feature at least one musician
whose career peaked before
most bands on the bill were
even formed .
"When you guys are ready
for the 'Rebel Yell: we have
Billy Idol," Farrell announced
excitedly. "And we're going to
demand he take his shirt off. I
hear he's in great shape."
Farrell also seemed excited
by the New York group The
Walkmen.
"They're Wild." he said. "They
definitely have that rock 'n' roll
spirit of the 70s. They're going
to be monsters,"
Farrell emphasized the spirit
of the lineup and what sets it
apart from other music festivals.
"These groups are the real
deal. They're not corporate,"
Farrell said. "These are the
kids in the clubs playing music,
the people living it uP. living the
life, and it's reflected in the

music."
Attendees of past Lollapaloozas may be surprised by
this year's event. Farrell promised a more family-friendly

atmosphere, and has even
gone so far as to create an
area expressly for children.
"I'm excited to , for the first
time, build a Kidzapalooza,"
Farrell said. The kids' entertainment will be headlined by Blue
Man Group, an act Farrell
thinks will be a hit.
Lollapalooza 2005 will be
hosted at Grant Park with the

help
of
the
Parkw ays
Foundation , which was organized in 1994 in an attempt to
bring private investment to
Chicago's neighborhood parks .
Tickets for Lallapalooza are
currently $85 for a 2-day pass.
Ticket prices may change as
the festival draws near. Check
out www. LollapaloDza.com for
updated and more information.

Help create a fam ily
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGCiDONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical

Serious inquiries only.

CiESTATlONAl SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Hea~hy women between
ages of 21-35 who have gr.en birth to at least one child.

1-877-FOR-RENT
Chicago &
All U.S. Cities

l..ongTerm
Short Term

List Apartments
& Rooms Free
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'Amityville' snore remade into 'Amityville Horror'
Updated version of horror classic ups the gore and tension to make quality thriller
By Todd BurbolA&E Editor
ing even began, and had to
work hard to convince the crew
that he was the right man to
play George,
"I had to fight for this role, It
was definitely something that
was outside of my wheel-

house : he said. "I think producers and directors respond
to people that are passionate

about a project. They wanted
to see why I was so interested
in this role ."

Choosing a proper George
Lutz was crucial . as the new
film focuses more on his psy-

che than the original. Where
1979's Amityville centered on a
vague, evil presence attacking
the family, the new version

chooses to personify the evil
through George Lutz, causing
him to act out against his family in a fashion similar to The

Shining .
Douglas is an unabashed

fan of the 1980 Stanley Kubrick
classic . His shots of Reynolds
dragging an axe in pursuit of
hiS terrified fami ly are an
obVIOUS homage to Jack
Nicholson's Shining character.

It's all in your head

When a classic film is
remade, the new version sel-

dom stands up to the original,
in the eyes of critics and audiences alike.
Luckily for Ihe crew of
MGM's The Amityville Horror,
the original can hardly be
called a classic, Originally
released in 1979, Amityville
lold the slory of Ihe Lutz family,
who moved into their new

home and were quickly evicted
by an evil presence,
The original film's plot
crawled along slowly enough
10 lose its audience long before
anything creepy took place,
and featured some shaky acting from leading man James
Brolin, who played George
Lutz,
In fact, if it hadn't been
based on a lrue story, it's likely
that no one would have recognized the name Amityville,
since it was an entirely forgettable film,
The updated Amityville, however, is sure to be a hit. It's

packed with creepy dead children (as were hils The Sixth
Sense, The Ring, and The
Grudge), has an atlraclive casl
in Ryan Reynolds (Blade:
Trinity) and Melissa George
(Alias), and is filled with stylized gore and frantic edils,
The film's slyle is certainly
derivative, but director Andrew
Douglas isn't to be blamed for
that, as production duties were
handled by leam Michael Bay,
the geniuses behind Ben
Affleck vehicles like Pearl
Harbor and Armageddon,
Reynolds, who reprises the
role of George Lutz in Ihe lalest
version, is pOlite but honest
about Amityville 's need for an
update,
"I Ihought that for its day, the
original was very provocative:
Reynolds said, "I don't think it
aged well. It was definitely a
story worth retelling, The first
one, wilh all due respect, didn't
stand the test of time."
Reynolds showed enthusiasm for Ihe project before film-

While abusing the kids wasn't fun for Reynolds, he says
that their maturity helped make
the situation less awkward .

Midwestern Victorian house,

When asked about the improv
slap, Reynolds makes one of

and we just bolted on this
Dutch colonial face. Architects
are the ones who would have
nightmares about this house,"
Douglas said, laughing ,
They might not be the only
ones. Douglas' vision of
Amityville is much more viscera than the one from 1979; the
house oozes with blood and
slime, and is populated by dis-

his trademark wisecracks, but

quickly shows how emotional
the scene
involved.

was

for

those

"He had it coming: he said,
laughing . "It was actually horrible. I didn't mean to do it. The
script supervisor was crying,

and I was apologizing to her .
But it was one of those great
moments. It was totally
unplanned, and it just came
out so organically. But it was
definitely disturbing."

The Idea of a mentally fractured George Lutz is exactly
what drew Reynolds to the
project. After confessing that

George aside, Amityville's

he's not much of a horror fan ,

main cha racter is the house

Reynolds explained that he
didn'l approach the Amityville

itself. The story is about a
house that is alive with spirits,
and director Douglas knew the
importance of displaying that
life visually.
"There were pOints in the
scouting and design process
where some people wanted it
to be a full-on haunted
Victorian house," Douglas
said. "I was pulling my hair out,
saying 'There's got to be a
face! ' You can't just have Ihose
pointy bits like in Van Helsing."
To prove his pOint, Douglas
emphasized
the
strong
imagery of the house used in
the original film .
"I remember the poster for
Amityville more Ihan I remember the film . The poster had
eyes, and the balcony was
teeth , It was a Halloween
mask; the imagery was so
deep," he said .
Reconstrucling a house to
compare with the original
proved to be a challenge, as
the home's owners demanded
more money for the alterations,

shoot as a supernatural sus-

pense film .
"I loved that the movie had
all of these supernatural elements, but that I didn't have to
worry about that: he said. "The
director could shoot the horror
film, and I could shoot a movie
about this guy who is unraveling psychologically."
Reynolds' focus on psychology certainly pays off. The
film's most powerful scene has

nothing to do with ghosts or
spirits of any kind, but a menacing George Lutz chopping
wood with his stepson . After
placing the child uncomfortably
close to the chopping block,
George proceeds to swing Ihe
axe repeatedly, just inches
from the boy's weeping face.
The scene culminates when

George smacks the child
across the face, an impromptu
move of Reynolds' that is perhaps the best example of acting in the film .

in addition to architectural challenges.
"It was a hybrid . It was a

Evil Architecture

figured spirits reminiscent of

The Ring.
Many parents would be concerned for the children on the
set of such a disturbing movie,
but Douglas thinks that they
handle it beUer than adults.
"They have a much better
sense of what's playful and
what's real. You remember the
debates about Columbine?
'Oh it must be the videos they
watch .. : None of thai's true,"
Douglas said. "For kids in general, there's clearly play time,
and there's real time .; ,

Douglas, wttomakes his feeture film-debut wijh Amityville,
seems to know a great deal
about filmmaking, if not child
psychology,
Despite being run Ihrough
Ihe Hollywood horror production
machine,
Douglas'
Amityville remains entertaining-the kind of movie_ that
won't win Oscars, but may
break popcom sales records,
The tale remains strong
decades after it happened .
America never tires of ghost
stories,
."The original film has so
much equity, We wanted to tap
into the idea of it being a true
story, because Ihat has so
much value in a horror film,"
Douglas said , "And right now,
there's no question. We're just
eating up horror films."
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Women warriors break through stereotypes
Biannual Center for Asian Arts festival to feature diverse talent
By J . Diamond Weathersbyl Staff Writer

Lectures, drummers and
drag kings, oh my!
In observance of its biannual
Woman
Warrior
Festival,
Columbia's Center for Asian
Arts and Media will host a
week long festival of even ts
throughout Chicago to commemorate
the
creativity.
courage and culture of women
of Asian and Pacific Islander
descent.
ntled Starting from Scratch:
Celebrating Creativity, the festival, April 27 through May 6, will
cover a broad range of topics ,
such as women's struggles and
identity issues. Organizers will
also honor the accomplishments of Asian American
women at an opening·night cer·
emony for the four recipients of
The Woman Warrior Award.
The remainder of the festival
will feature a variety of events,
including
film
screenings,
music performances, a culinary
arts presentation and a drag
king pertormance.
Yuchia Chang, managing
director of the Center for Asian
Arts and Media, believes
events like the Woman Warrior
Festival are key elements in
spurring awareness for the
struggles and accomplishments of women in male-dominated societies.
"I think overall in our society,
[the] woman is still ... a minority in many different fields, particularly in the arts," Chang

said. "You don't see as many
women filmmakers, you don't
see as many women artists
being recognized throughout
history.. .. We want to use th is
festival to unite women ... so
we have a louder voice and big ger representation out there ."
Chang also thinks the

IDoman •

warnor
festiI1al2 005

Woman Warrior Festival serves
as a much-needed outlet for
women to express themselves
freely and creatively.
"Part of the idea is to present
a wide diversity of issues and
programs. We want to use .
the arts as an empowering tool
to enable everybody, not just

the artists involved, but everybody who's interested in
expressing their voices to get
their ideas out there, to get their
concerns out there," she said.
Nina Xoomsai, a graduate
student in Columbia's Arts,
Entertainmen t and
Media
Management Department and
program coordinator at the
Center for Asian Arts and
Media, is looking forward to the
assortment ot talent that will be
showcased during the upcoming festival.
"I'm really excited. I think we
have a really diverse group of
people coming," Xoomsai said.
"There's a lot of talented Asian
women out there ."
Xoomsai also helped conduct
research and edit one of the
films that will be screened as
part of the festival, The Helen
Fang Dare Story, a personal
documentary highlighting the
life of Chinese immigrants in
the Midwest. She th inks events
like the Woman Warrior
Festival help shed light on
minority cu ltures that have
been overlooked and underrepresented throughout American
history. '
"I just th ink that it's always
good for people to expand their
world view, whether it's Latino,
Asian or African-American ,
because we're all people of
color, but our contributions to
the United States are not
always found in history books,"

Xoomsai said.
Stephanie Shonekan, assistant chair of cultural studies and
professor in the Department of
Liberal Education at Columbia,
also helped coordinate the festival's events.
"I would urge Columbia students to take full advantage of
this festival and attend as many
events as possible. This is a
rare opportunity for students to
soak up the information and art
surrounding a unique and distinct group of people-Asian

women," Shonekan said. "For
anybody interested in activism,
creative expression in film and
music, Asian culture, feminism,
and of course, good Asian food,
this is a festival not to be
missed."
To find out more about

Woman Warrior Festival 2005,
check out the Center for Asian
Arts and Media's website at
www.asianartsandmedia.orglw

omanwarrior2005.
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Th i rd Generation - Same Fam i ly Ownersh i p
312-427 - 5580 - 24 Hour Fax : 312 - 427-1898
www_centralcamera.com - email: sales@centralcamera.cam

We're Close, We're Convenient, we're here to Help You! We Open @8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

LOW

Digital SLR - Made Affordable!

PRICES Canon
; EVr!R¥bA;~y
EOS
ADDITIONAl; 5%

PLUS AN
OFF FOR STUDENTS &

FACULTY

rile/'
$799 00

, Higll-performance digital SLR with 6.3 Megapixel CMOS sensor and Imaging Processor.
, High-speed, wide-area 7-point AF with superimposed focusing points.
, 12 shooting modes including 6 PIC (Programmed Image Control) modes.
, Compact and lightweight body witll ergonomic design and control layout.
, Direct Print support witll PictBridge - compatible printers plus Exif Print and DPOF 1.1.
, CompaUble with more than 50 EF Lenses and most EOS system accessories including EX-series Speedlites.
-Includes Canon U.S.A., Inc. I -year Limited Warranty and Registration Card. Warranty available (or inspection .
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Hokln Amex GaileI)'
623 S. Wabash Ave, ftrst ftoor
110 ... : M·Th9·7, F9·5
Sal. byappl

Paper Echo: 6th Annual Photo Print Media Studio Exhibition
April 4, 2005 • May 6, 2005
Reception: Friday, April 8, 5-7pm
Paper Echo Is an exhibition of student ar twork in a variety of print techniques, such as, Van Dyke, relief, intaglio, cyanotype,
Lazertran, and much more. The Photo Pri nt Media Studio is a unique 'A'Ork area at Colum bia College Chicago where students can
explore printmaking. experimental photography and nine teen th century photography. The Photo Print Media student curriculum
bridges the gap betw'een fin e art and photograph ic studIes.

Hokin Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M·Th9·7, F9 ·6
Sal. byappl.

Polytheism of Gender
April 4 • May 10, 2005
Reception: Friday, April 8, 5·7pm
This Is an open ca II exhlbltlon with artwork that responds to how society constructs gender, and how humans view
their sex, sexuality, and Identlty. Polytheism of Gender Is an exhlbitlon of 2·d and 3-d art\\."rk that explores god-like Idols that
define gender roles In this society.

Curated b'/ Hannah Czehato'M>kl, Gretchen Janko'Mikl and Matt Ohm on behalf of the Arts Community Student Organlzatlon,

Glass CURTAIN Gallory
1104_ S. Wabash, first floor
hours: T, W, F, 9-6, M, Th 9· 7
Sat. byappl

Axis of Eyll: The Secret History of Sin
April 6-May 11, 2005
Roception II Gallel)'Talk: Thursday, April 7, 6-8 pm

An InternaUonalexhlblHon thematically peeking Into the depths of evtl through the print making form of the postage stamp
sheet Curated and navtgated by Michael Hernandez de Luna, this exhibition Includes a stamp sheet from the late Ed Paschke.
In memory of our friend and colleague Ed Paschke.
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CUTER
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WHAT IS GREEN?
April 11· May 11, 2005
Rocoption: Thursday, April 14 , 6·7pm
This open call student exhlbiHon features 2·d and 3·d artwork In a vanety of meda that Is pnmarlly 0"een. The exhlblHon
provtdes an opporbJnlty to examine monochromatic materials and work that celebrates and challenges our perception of
what green Is.
This show Is Juned by Columbia College Chicago arHst alumnae . ls~ 2nd and 3rd place awarcll will be Issued
during the reception.
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PHOTOS / BEN PANCOAST AND ERIC DAVIS

\\ I used to make my own doll clothes. '
I would sew them by hand,
I used to punk out my Barbie dolls.
- Designer Diana Azrikam

II

"
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lOp designers

On April 21 and 22, Fashion Columbia 2005 showcased the work of 36 student designers. Chronicle photographers captured many of the fabul ous
fashions that were presented during the event.

1

Three models wear pieces by senior Jeffrey Millbern created
using tweed. brocade and charmeuse. Millbern said his clothes
are "vi ntage inspired,"

2

Senior Sarah Crossley's black, quilted. stand-up co llar dress
rounded off a series of black designs during th e show.

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

Junior Laura Will iams' black lantern dress illuminated the dance
center. She said the "wearable art" was interesting to create.
Senior Suki Zhang's black jersey mini dress was amidst a sea of

black during the fourth set of designs at the April 21 show.
Two models walk simultaneously in shantung gowns designed by
Anna Ehrler.
Senior Shannon Ki slia designed the aqua "yo yo" gown as well as
two other pieces in the show.
Senior Elizabeth Peschges' bath towel dress was part of a series
of bathroom-friendly avant-garde designs.
Three models wea r Rachel Gedemer's Littl e Red Riding Hoodinspired designs, complete with a picnic basket.
Two models pose whil e wearing senior Lee Phutrakul's blue
designs featuring cream wrappings and chiffon, burlap and muslin
rosettes.
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Music runs in the family.

iPod photo

iPod

iPod mini

iPod shuffle

30GB $319
60GB $419

20GB $269

4GB $179
6GB $229

512MB $99
1GB $139

Portables

iBook 12"

iBook 14"

PowerBook 12"

PowerBook 15·

from $899

from $1 ,199

from $1,399

from $1,799

PowerBook 1r
from $2,399

Desktops

•
Mac mini

eMac

IMacGS

from $479

from $749

PowerMacGS

from $1199

from $1349
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Five hours of inspiration

Thrill Jockey Records collab orates with director ' Braden King for 'reference book of a OVO'
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
In February, local indepden- oped the idea for Looking for a
dent label, Thrill Jockey Thrill in 2002 and later asked
Records, released a DVD that director/documentarian Braden
features interviews with well· King to aid her in the process.
known and respected musicians , emcees, fans and englneers. Looking for a Thrill
received enthusiastic reviews
and had relatively good sales,
yet the biggest break for the
footage will be a screening at
the Gene Siskal Film Center as
part of May's Music Movies
series, in conjunction with the
documentary Nigh/clubbing:
Live from CBGB's.
The DVD features candid
interviews primarily with Thrill
Jockey bands such as ADULT. ,
Town and Country, Tortoise and
Bobby Conn, but also includes
revealing close-ups with Bjork,
Steve Albini and Thurston
Moore of Sonic Youth. The
DVD allows viewers to listen to
Bjork discuss her disdain of
rock clubs in the '90s and her
love of Public Enemy, before
switching to Ian MacKaye
(Minor Threat, Fugazi) as he
talks about discovering punk
music and how he originally
found it frightening. Others
included are members of The
Butchies: Mekons, Yo La Tengo
and The Sea and Cake. __ _ _ _
Thrill Jockey's founder,
Betlina Richards. initially devel-

"She really drew up the main
initjallist of who was going to be
involved," King said. "I could
probably make a list of another
100 people I would love to talk
to, but we had this sort of line of
definition that had to be drawn
somewhere."
The interviewing process
itself is left off the ova. Instead,
the screen lists the name of the
individuals and the bands they
have been involved in before
the artists discuss the musical
influences in their lives.
"I try to keep it very conversational," King said. "It doesn't
have to be the ultimate record
in your collection, just a
moment, record, or a show or
something that stands out as a
particular moment of inspiration.
Usually, people could
get going on something pretly
quickly-it wasn't like I had to
pull teeth. By and large, they
had passion for moments or
things that affected people differently."
King said one of his favorites
was Town and Country band
member Jim Dorling. Dorling's
interview was one of the shortest, yet he managed to make
one
of
the
strongest assertions, claiming that
he is not inspired
by music, but intimidated by it. He
suggests that if all
were
destroyed,
he
would be motivated
to build it up again.
Though the interview took place
three yea rs ago,
Dorling said he
was happy with his
comments on the
DVD.
"I had a lot of
good feedback," he

said, '1hough I think in a way,
my point of view has changed
since then ."
The interviews for the DVD
began in May 2002 and ended
in June 2004. Each one took
place in a different location,
such as artists' apartments,
venues, or old high schools.
The final product is more than
five hours long. King said it's
not meant to be watched in one
sitting, which is why the screening at the Siskel Film Center will
be divided into five interviews
per evening.
';With the initial concept, it
wasn't taken for a feature film
beginning to end," King said.
"It's really a celebration of the
Thrill Jockey community and
those who inspired that community. The rule was if we shot
the interview with someone,
they were going to be on there.
It was designed as a reference
book of a DVD."
King and Richards were also
featured on the DVD. King discusses his influence of foreign
female hitchhikers in Morocco,
singing and clapping a song as
they sat in his back seat.
"[Richards) and I didn't think it
was fair to be asking all these
other people to talk without sort
of going before the cameras
ourselves," he said. "It was just
a feeling we had that we should
be forced to fess up, too."
King said the interviews for
Looking for a Thrill were eyeopening and resonate within
him constantly.
"Just walking down the street,
there will be certain lines from
people's interviews blowing fiiiiiiiijiiii-:~~~::~=iiiiiiiiiiiii.
through my head like song
lyrics or something: he said. "It
took me months to realize this
incredible thing 4hat people
were talking about."
Looking for a Thrill will be
shown a/ the Gene Siskel Film
Center. 160 N. State St., every
Sunday and Wednesday in
May. For show limes, check out
www.siskelfilmcenter.org.
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holy creation
Paul Hornschemeier's online congregation, The Holy Consumption, is
chaoging the face of Chicago cartooning

BY TRISH BENDIX / ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR
I's probably safe to assume that most comics
lans don't read them specifically for existentialist philosophy, but Paul Hornschemeier's
comics transcend the mold of superheroes and
tireless plot lines. His stories are about mental institutions and devastating family deaths, and include
themes of unrequited love, prevailing evil, and
depression , among other things.
His colleagues, Anders Nilsen, Jeffrey Brown and
John Hankiewicz, are equally as innovative: Nilsen
details the heartbreak of self-abuse and ailing
grandmothers; Brown takes a candid approach to
relationships and sex, effortlessly transplanting
readers inside his head; and Hankiewicz's stark
black and white images depict families in turmoil
and the realities of sudden death.
Most of the time comic books are discussed in
the mainstream by way of Marvel superheroes or
big-budget film adaptations such as X-Men or
Spider-Man. Films such as Ghost World and
American Splendor have brought awareness of
underground cartoonists to wider audiences, but
Hornschemeier, Nilsen, Brown and Hankiewicz are
forging a new path to make sure their unconventional and inventive comics are recognized and
read ily available.
Like many others in his profession,
Hornschemeier was find ing it difficult to display his
work nationally. In 2002, he started a webs ite, The
Holy Consumption, that would become a thriving
collective, including the other three Chicago· based
and inventive cartoonists, creating a platform that
wou ld successfully display their work.
The Holy Consumption website (theholycon sumption.com) is an attempt to reach readers on a
broad scale while creating a small community for
inspiration and organization. The complete works of
each artist, including books, drawings, sketches, T·
shirts and CDs, are listed alongside brief descrip'
tlons and links to samples of their work.
"We didn'l have a way to sell our stuff wilhout
sending it to a lot of stores, wh ich is a hassle for a
small· press person," Hornschemeier said. " There
was no Vlay to show people the other stuff we were
dOing, such as skotchbook work or anything else
that doosn't hi Inlo an easy·lo-sell booklet."
The Holy Consumplion breaks new ground by
providing roallsm, surroalism and oxistentlalism 10

I

an otherWI8u monotonous line of comic book
tr&nds.
·On a luncllunal baslB, {Tho Holy Consumplionl
10 for "uliing our 81ull, bul roally 11 co n80lld8t0 8 an
",li.11C Idunilly for Chicayo'basod ca rloonlsts,"
Hank,oYIICl cwo, ·Oul-ol-malnSlroom comics work.
Wh,," you'r', dOing Vlork IIku Ihul on your own, II's
tl",d'>r Iu <lui any kind 01 VIDlblhly and Idunilly. To
f()trfl !J (,mnmu fuly
t;l,r'IS'J ..

onflm" you hulf) uuch Olhor In

/I

Wtllll) :JII !uur LtHlr}orll1l10 how, hUlm opolllyhluu
ffJf

!tlt} lf :,rlmtlL I:JIEJfl! fl, It"}ir work In IrornlJrldounly
'rum I)no I.HI'Jlh'Jr'n, wt,llu [JIIII rJrlwwvlny /I

dlll/Jomt
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If "ut MJffl~J'llt tSlt ;,ulfJlJivYfllrJtllr;sll

I DREAMED THA1 MY CHEEKS
WERE BURNING RED AND MY
HAIR WAS WHITE AND

BRITTLE

john hankiewicz
Hankiewicz, 33, is Ihe oldest of the four artisls.
He previously taughl English al the University of
Central Arkansas and also worked as a librarian,
bul now he is a prinlmaking sludenl allhe College
of DuPage.
"IWorking as a leacher and librarian] didn'l really
laffecl my comics] too much. They jusllook up my
lime," Hankiewicz said. "II you read biographies 01
Kafka, he sold insurance. People have had some
mundane occupations,"
Hankiewicz said he has been drawing since he
was a kid, bul it wasn'l unlil recently he felt good
enough 10 make his work available.
"For Ihe lasllive or six years, I've laken il seriously enough 10 do il and wanl to publish il. But I
was a slow learner, and had spenltlme dOing olher
things in art unlil I recently lelt good enough 10
want 10 see somelhing in prinl," he said.
Hankiewicz's work is oiten light on dialogue, relying on intricalo illuslrallons 10 convey moods and
" molions. His cha rac tors aro almosl always ordl.
nary people.
"II's no longor just superhoroos," he said. "I t's
hard 10 mako a doni In proving Ihero's more Ihan
juvonllo oscaplsm . it 's goiling bollor, but I don'l
lorosoo comics liS a moss modlum, not IIko Ilims
and novols. As on mtl81, you resign yoursoll to 0
nlcho audloncu with 200 poopla thOI might rood
your mlnlcomlc. As long os you do 0 lonlostic lob
osoombllng lind croutlng u liolluillul 111110 pockngo,
It dooan'l mOlior IhUl II's 200 paoplo ond nOI
200,000. 11'0 slill Uroul urI."

paul hornschemeier 't
Earning recognilion isn't completely new to the
artists, bul recently Hornschemeier has been profiled in Time and Rolling Stone magazines.
"My Iheory is, Ihey just said, 'We need a cartoonisl,'" Hornschemeier joked 01 his feature as Rolling
Slone's "Next Big Existential Cartoonist."
Hornschemeier, 27, intereslingly enough, named
Charles Schulz as an influence, and his work
seems 10 mirror Soren Kierkegaard more than
Schulz's carefree characters of Peanuts.
"Drawing is just something I've always done,"
Hornschemeier said. "it's an easy way to get things
onto paper and out 01 my head-and let other bad
things in."
Hornschemeier explained that naming the site
The Holy Consumplion was in good humor, as the
site's inlention was 10 allow the artists to display
and sell Iheir work. "Having grown up Catholic, I
lake every opportunity to make fun 01 religion," he
said.
An Ohio native, th e cartoonist met the other three
at small press shows belore moving to Chicago
because "II seemed like a good place to get things
done ," he said. "Not like moving to be a rock slar,
or whalever one does In L.A." Soon aiter the move,
he conlacled the other three aboul his idea.
Hornschemelar pul up the site In September
2002, seiling Nilson's work, which includes Dogs
nnd WOIer and The BBttad 01 1/11/ Two-Headed Boy;
Brown's long·lorm books, Clumsy and Untikely. and
Honklowlcz's Tepid series, lImong his work on tho
SOquOlit/flt sorlos .
"I tl11nk Ihol wO 011, more so than maybo n lot 01
corloonlSIS, nro Intoroslod In not sollling Wlll1 jll t
l1ny ono thing," Hornschomolor sold, "It's sort 01 nil
octlvo soorchlng for 'How c n I do this boltor 'or
'WhOI II who I I IllSt did I n't caplurlng omOtion I
Wflnt 10 onpluro?' This kind 01 roslstonco to rostlny
on our 100lrois Md pushh1Q III III dilim I rwl\rd Is
why I wll a lust Instnntly drnwn to tho oth&r till 0,
II's 801110thlng honustly dlfforunt and now,'
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anders nilsen
Nilsen, 32, came to Chicago from San Francisco
in 1999 to attend graduate school at The School of
the Art Institute. His time away from the drawing
board is spent as a cook at Lula's Cafe in Logan
Square and occasional skateboarder. Nilsen said
he's grateful for The Holy Consumption , and that it
works because all four of them are at the same
pOint in their careers.
"It's also really good to have friends in the same
city who are sort of going through the same stuff at
more or less the same time-figuring out how to
deal with publishers, for example, or trying to figure
out how to draw stuff right," Nilsen said.
Nilsen is currently working on the last edition of
Big Questions, a series that won him a Xeric grant
given to comic book self-publishers. Nilsen wi ll then
start an entirely new series that is due out in
January.
"I have my work cut out for me," he said.
Nilsen said he is largely influenced by music,
which aids in his attempt to discern the world's textheavy ads, public service announcements, and
media from images that stand on their own.
"I used to thi nk a lot about music and make little
diagrams of songs and how they changed in intensity, and relate that to changes in a story's plot," he
said. "Also, how mood is evoked in music and in
pictures and how both are primarily non-linguistic
like the way a song makes you feel otten has nothing to do with what the singer sings about. I want to
make stories, told with pictures, that are compelling, but not necessarily reducible to words, or
reliant on them."

jeffrey brown
Brown graduated with a master's degree in painting from The School of the Art Institute in 2002, but
it was during his time studying that he realized he
wanted to be a comic artist.
"I've always thought I was good at drawing,"
Brown said. "When I started at the Art Institute
painting, and thinking I was a fine artist at the same
time, I wasn't completely happy with it, which is
why I went there in the first place. I found out that
making art wasn't quite all I wanted to do. There
was something missing. Toward the end of my first
year is when I started drawing comics,"
That, he said, was when everything started to
click.
Brown , 29, said that creating a comic scene in
Chicago is nearly impossible due to the isolation
drawing typically calls for.
''The creation isn't a social thing," Brown said.
"Usually what you have is people sitting at home in
their studios doing all this work. With painting you
can have events like a gallery opening or things like
that. With comics, it's all in a book that comes out
and shows up in the store,"
Compared with the other three, Brown seems the
most reserved, but he said that he often hangs out
with Hornschemeier, who lives just around the
block.
Brown is employed at Barnes & Noble when he's
not working on an upcoming quarterly for
Fantagraphics ca lled Moan.

Hankiewicz noted that The Holy Consumption's
Sunday Service, where one of the artists presents
a new piece of work on the site (whether still in
progress or completely finished) , is incredibly stimulating.
"I think it's an artistic senSibility," he said. "We
are different artists, at the basis of it, but we're all
concerned with personal work. When you're working on your own, you're lonely and isolated . It's
great when you're doing it with the knowledge that
other people are doing it and supporting one
another.
"It pushes me," he continued. "The three of them
are such good artists, and I want to go up there
and do someth ing just as good. I want to participate and contribute as well. It's mutual inspiration."
The Holy Consumption crew are now friends ,
though they maintain they are somewhat socially
disengaged, as the profession is a solitary one.
"Mainly we keep in touch by writing to each
other, saying 'Hey this is good' or 'What a piece of
crap!'" Hornschemeier said-but the latter hasn't
happened yet, he said. "I really like everything they
do. It's means of encouragement."
"U's not collaboration in the sense of writing stories together or making artwork together,"
Hankiewicz said. 'We all have our distinct identities."
For now, The Holy Consumption will continue
adding to the Sunday Services in attempts to
entice readers and encourage each other, and will
also have a window display at Myopic Books, 1564
N. Milwaukee Ave., in May.
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R.I.P. CDs, RIPChicago is here
Music conversion seNice saves time, rocks out
By Stephanie Rycraw/Staff Writer
Time is something that most my CDs somewhere: Stewart
people simply don't have in abun- said. Like most of his customers,
dance. So, when it comes to Stewart said he took comfort in
transforming CDs to MP3s, many someone personally picking up his
people just can 't spare the hours it music.
"I recognize that it's a commoditakes. That's where RIPChicago
ty service: Stewart said. He cancomes to the rescue.
A local music conversion serv- didly admitled that while downice, RIPChicago was founded ear- loading music onto an MP3 player
lier this year by Sean Quealy and
Tex Stewart. Quealy, a DJ and former Columbia student, said the
concept of RIPChicago was a natural progression of their mission to
cater to music lovers who want the
freedom of quality digital music.
Jim Martin , an attorney, owns an
MP3 player and has used
RIPChicago to convert his CDs.
Martin said he learned about the
music conversion service in a
newspaper and later found a
RIPChicago ad and called them.
"Sean responded right away,"
Martin said. "He came to my office
and picked up my iPod and my
CDs." Martin said he was equally
impressed that when he needed
an accessory, Quealy picked it up
tor him at no additional charge.
"He put 600 songs on this thing .
It's terrific: he said.
Martin said RIPChicago is very
conscientious about music copyright laws, and as a result will not
convert any downloaded music
CDs.
Quealy and Stewart believe
their niche is local, which oHers
peace of mind to customers who isn't quite brain surgery, it is "very
want to avoid the potential risk time consuming." Stewart meninvolved in mailing their music col- tioned that he has been converting
lection to an out-ot-state company. his own music collection into
"I was uncomfortable sending MP3s since 1998.

"The root of my interest in MP3s
is convenience," said Stewart.
RIPChicago also converts LPs
and audio cassettes into quality
MP3s.
For those who don't already
own an MP3 player, RIPChicago
also handles this detail.
"It's those linte extras that we
hope will tip the consumer's
mind and they'll consider us:
Stewart said. 'We also offer
Iree pick-up and delivery
always ," Quealy added.
"Somebody that is in need 01
our service is someone who
loves music, does not have a lot
of lime, and wants this new
technology," said Quealy.
"We offer to beat anybody's
price on CD-ripping. The only
caveat with that is it has to be an
acceptable transfer rate ," he
said.
So how can Quealy and
Stewart offer such a wide-range
of services at such a low price?
"We've managed to stream-line
to get the job done," Quealy
said. "We've designed the business to be fast and flexible for
the customer and for us," he
said.
Stewart credits the support of
friends and family that work
behind the scenes for enabling
RIPChicago to function.
"The help and understanding
and often free work, by a number of our family members and
good friends, have enabled us to
take the idea of RIPCh icago from
a single idea into reality," Stewart
said.

Local bands rock
... for education
By Colleen Sheehan/Staff Writer
Most students don't
need any encouragement to go see a concert,
but on April 29, promotion company Triple Dot
MAS is providing some.
The company is bringing
Rock-Forthe
first
Education event to the
Logan
Square
Auditorium-and they're
giving away $1 ,000 at
the show.
The money wifl be
awarded to students
amid performances by
two
rock
bands,
Punsapaya
and
Pomeroy. Punsapaya,
composed mostly of
Columbia
students,
recently won the Chicago
Music Award for Best
Rock Album of the Year.
Punsapaya gUitarist
Mike Poupko said it was
Triple Dot MAS's charity
to students that prompted them to participate.
"I think it's a good
cause: he said. 'When I
was in college, I would
have liked the chance to
win $1,000."
While Punsapaya are
a local band and will likely be playing for a familiar
audience, Pomeroy are
from Kansas City, Mo.
and looking forward to
playing in Chicago.
'We're excited about
the opportun~y to get in

the Chicago market;
said Dave Fairbanks,
lead singer of Pomeroy.
"And to support anything
that goes toward education."
Matt
Marron ,
guijarist,
Pomeroy's
agreed. 'We like to support the cause: he said.
"Anyone who has had
any scholarship knows
how good it feels to have
any kind of money taken
off of your tu~ion ."
Event organizers hope
to involve more local
bands in future events to
raise more money in
order to increase the
scholarship
amount.
They will even be raising
money for Keys for Kids,
a group dedicated to saving school music programs.
Aided by top-flight
sponsors such as The
Onion and WGN, Rockfor-Education's
future
looks bright.
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Rock-for-Education is
an all ages event.
Students attending will
be automatically entered
to win $1, 000 toward
their tuffion. All students
must have a valid school
10. Admission is $10,
and doors open af 7:30
p.m.
For more information,
call (312) 223-0088.
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This show will 'supersuck'
Eddie Spaghetti says his band will never mature
By Alicia Corr/City Beat Editor
Usually, when a band is
accused of putting out the
same record over and over, it
isn't exactly taken as a compli ment. But for the dynamic rock
'n'roll band the Supersuckers,
it's not just praise-it's their
goal.
"I hate it when a band 'grows'
or 'changes' or 'matures.' That's
just fancy talk for sucks: said
Supersuckers lead singer and
bassist Eddie Spaghetti. "II's
beuer to have a template and
stick to it."
The Supersuckers just stMed touring in the U.S. to promote Devil's Food, a compilation of their previously unreleased and hard-to-find material.
The band will be stopping at
Metro, 3730 N. Clark St. , with
th e Reverend Horton Heat on
April 30. The ir tour is in support
of the recently released comp
to make waiting for the new stu dio album a bit easier for their
fans.
Spaghetti said there might be
some aggravated fans out
there who paid a lot of money to
get some of the rare recordings
on Devils Food, but the band
still wanted them released.
"It was like we had all these
lost children all over the place,"
Spaghetti said. "I t may piss off
collectors, but hopefully they'll

still be happy with the few extra
unreleased songs."
During the 17 years the band
has been together since moving from Tucson , Ariz., to
Seattle in the late '80s, they
have honed their musical mold
to a tight , generally kickass
sound. They are known for
high-intensity rock 'n' roll
records, as well as the occasional laid-back country album,
but always with the same formula.
With Spaghetti on vocals and
bass, Dan "Thunder" Bolton,
Rontrose Heathman on guitars,
and Dancing Eagle on ' drums,
there was never any need to
change the lineup, Spaghetti
said. Between marriages, kids
and life moving on, the band
stuck together. They

away from major record companies in 2001 to form their
own label , called Mid-Fi
Recordings.
The band are commitmed to
making music, which was last
demonstrated on their 2003
album,
MOlherfuckers
Be
Trippin'. It was the first album
that rece ived kudos from critics,
who
finally
realized the
Supersuckers weren 't going
away anytime soon.
With the majority of the lyrics
revolving around drinking, fighting and rocking out, it might be
difficult for some to picture the
guys at home with families.
However, Spaghetti said they
have generally toned the revelry down when they are on the
road, and he hopes this tour will
be no exception.
"When we're [touring] we've
got to deliver every night, so we
don't do much partying,"
Spaghetti said. "But iI's still fun
[for us] , which is probably
depressing and sad."
The band did do a lot of
excessive partying when they
were younger, Spagheni said.
Now that the band have been
hard at work on the other side
of music with their label, they
can look back at their wilder
times with particular affection.
"In most ways it's never bet-

always better to be young and
dumb," Spaghetti said. "There's
a beauty in being young and
dumb that you'll never have
again,"
Aside from touring and working on the new Supersuckers
album, Spaghetti has been
busy in the studio with his new
solo record. The project, a follOW-Up to his 2004 solo debut
The Sauce, is an extension of
the work he does with the
Supersuckers, a little ton ed
down .
Despite working solo on the
side, Spaghetti said he has "no
lofty ambitions of being an

artist" and will always stick with
the Supersuckers.
The band has toured or
worked with many other bands
that have the same recipe for
success, from the Ramones
and White Zombie to Willie
Nelson. After almost two
decades in the business ,
Spaghetti has cultivated a
favorite response to those who
criticize the Supersuckers '
strategy.
"When people say we've put
out seven of the same records,
I like to correct them and say
we don't have seven-we have
eight," he said.
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Loose lips and relationships

Crossword

Researchers say there are between

ACROSS

keep my newfound feelings under wraps.
my experience, the "L" word can do one
two things : Make the guy mysteriously i
pear or turn him into a clingy, crying
14 Concluded
15 Oxford. e.g .
One night, Alan, my friend Stella and
16 Pulverize
out for some drinks. Before we knew
17 Jekyll's alter
table was cluttered with
ego
Stella and I were laughing
i
18 Actor Connery
19 Crab-walk
whispering to each otheL I whispered
20 Galley gear
thai I loved Alan . Knowing that I was I i
2 1 Beanery sign
about him, he began asking me what I i
22 Perplexed
23 Dispels
and he continued asking all the way home.
differences
fun together, and he was sweet to me and
Log ic has never been my strong suit, espe26 Used to be
more
considerate
than
most
guys
I'd
dated.
cially after seven drinks, so as we got ready
27 Worn-out words
the months floated by, I began to forgel for bed, I blurted it out:
31 "The Ballad of
_ Jones'
what life was like without him and I real·
"listen, I love you."
34 Pa inlul spots
ized I was falling.
Awkward silence followed .
37 In what way?
kissed me on the forehead
And
I
was
falling
38 Saharan
39 Bombay wraps
time limits on love has
we went to bed. I woke
40 Sheet 01 glass
next morning, mortified.
my forte . I'm a hope·
41 At the ready
i and have not dis"I love you" is hard
42 lassoed
not
having
the
the idea of love at first
43 Fills to capacity
44 Danglmg Inll
returned is a whole diferent ballUnfortunately, I was pret·
46 Animal gullet
sure Alan never believed in it.
game.
47 Uncontrolled
One cold day, several months
Once again, I Iried 10
individuals
7 Unwilling
Solutions
54 Razor
ago, Alan and some friends
Ihe situation. Maybe he Ihought I
8 Feel
sharpener
9 Besets
was the booze talking .
decided to drag me to the ice·
57 Is not well
10 Composer
skating rink. (Note: I have no '
As more time
58 Fraud
Shostakovich
myself
on Ihe
idea how to ice·skate and my
59 Hamlet. to
11 Pops
I
Horatio
12 Anglesey or
the
word
out
I,
overall balance is less than stel·
60 TolslOY and
Wight
night I did it again. I was
laL) I tied on my skates,
Gorcey
13 Queens ballpark
ilive he would return it.
screamed for five seconds
6 1 Possess
24 Charles or
62 Word with
and promptly fell.
was going so well and
Bradbury
I
renewal or
25 Suit toppers
As 6-year·olds glided
seemed like he loved me.
sprawl
28 Confab
gracefully by, Alan pulled me
I was wrong. And I had
63 Duration
29 Use a
I
where to go from there . I
up and attempted to get me
64 Of the mouth
whetstone
65 Signifies
30 Flock mothers
wonder if he would ever feel
moving. On my way down the sec·
66 Bribes
31 Playbill listing
I did or if he was just biding his
ond time, I was cursing and furious. I
67 Animal hide
32 Surface
with me.
was mad at the ice, my friends and
measure
Love sucks sometimes. But
DOWN
my lack of any athletic ability. As Alan
33 Ma kes a lap
1 Kind 01
34 Sucker
pulled me up again, I looked at him
matter how much it has hurt me in
commiHee
45 Catchphrase
52 Involving
35 Mining product
past, I have no desire to live my
and realized that I was a goner.
2 Staunch
46 Large groups
warships
36DNest
without it. If Alan doesn't lind love
48 Old sailors
53 Small silvery
39 Fly alone
I was in love with him.
B~~OW
3 ~?t~~:~ or
49 MacDonald's
food fish
40 Hock spot
with me, then maybe it just wasn't
As soon as the though I entered
4 Teetered
refrain
54 Urban blight
42 Resumes
meant to be. I still haven't heard
my mind, it was aching to come
5 Appraise
50 Heavy tread
55 Michel in product
business
those three little words, so I supout of my mouth.
6 Cereal gram
5 1 Midwest airport 56 Ms. McEntire
43 _ Miguel, CA
pose I'll just keep waiting .
"II's too soon," I thought. "You're
being ridiculous."
by
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,--_ _ _ _ _ _.,--I
As weeks passed, I decided 10 Beatrix Dixon
- Beatrix @chronic/emaif. com
1 Woeful word

and one million words in the English
Ile"n",en," Despite the many sentences that
constructed out of those words, when
are in a relationship. there are only three
can make or break a union: I love you.
is a scary word and an even scarier
i . Working up the guts to get Ihe words
from your heart to your mouth is no easy task,
either.
My relationship with Alan was going better
than I could have imagined. We always had

5 Leather piercers
9 _ Ababa , Eth .
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~O~.~of~~H~.~a~d~_________ ,-------------------,by Sc'Glltv Cartson
BE STRA!GHT
II-E-, JOEL:
THE ONLY SET OF 17fflH !N YOUR
TRUST M., SON, TH E 'SNAK. MAN'
WELL, !F ~AT EVER HAPPENS, 1
WI~

YOU HAVEN'T BRlJSHED SINCE
YOU WERE TWELVE, HAV. YOU?

#OU1"J.l, YOU OUGHT TO TAKE
BETrER CARE OF 'EM , COt.l.EGE
G!RLS USUALLY DON'T H!T ON
GUYS W !~ ~ E REDNECK Lro<,

GOT A PLAN. ! NS lEAD OF TRYlNG
TO FIX THE PROBLEM, !'LL JUST
FILE MY Tt,ETH TO POINT'S, THEN
n~ JUST COYER /Ii( BODY WITH
TATOOS OF

RP7T7U SCAUS,

WOK I SN' r AN I I.\PRO\lEMENT
OVER THE REDNECK WOK,

NO OFFENSE, D(X, BUT ONE
OF US 15 TALKING CRAZY,
ND 1 DON'T ~INK
II-E- ,

rrs

~ ~~~....!j

bothor tho cartoonist at Qutofu\yhoadcB.f'toonsol:;,gnul.l.l corn
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Safety is still the best chaser

I

8.bcK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

Chicago Police Department
arrested 6.432 people for
dri ving under the influence
in 2003, which is higher
than 200 I 's total of 6,016.
Either year, that 's an average of more than 15 people
a day.
The Sun-Times' focus on
this issue should serve as a
warning sign to Co lumbia
students, many of whom
have now reached the legal
drinking age. This past
New Year was rung in with
a sad tale when a 21-yearold drunk driver- with a
blood-alcohol level three
times the legal limitcrashed into a cab on the
North Side, killing its passenger, Brian Schultz, and
its driver, Frank Frempong.
Schultz had taken th e cab
because he knew he was
too drunk to drive .
Nobody needs to apologize for going out and having one too many, but th e
latest numbers remind us
that all students need to
exercise the proper caution
about how they return
home.
The last thing anybody
wants as the end of the
semester approaches is to
be involved in an accident ,
or to take a life- maybe
even their own. Many of us
have a U-Pass, and all of us
have options. Let us all be
smart enough to use them .

While alcohol is wide ly
man y o f us know all accepted as a social lubrito O well: wa king up cant, an introduction to
one morning and wonder· alcohol usually occurs long
inl! how III the world you before college.
The Alliance Against
m;de it home the night
Into x icated Motorists
before.
The front page of the (AAIM) said the average
April 19 Chicago Sun- age that kids begin experiTimes reported that more menting with alcohol is
Americans are sharing that about 11 or 12. It is during
experience and admitting to college that young adults
getting behind the wheel arrive at the lega l drinking
after drinking. That's just age- many of whom routhe respondents who were tinely engage in binge
drinking.
being honest.
Which raises the quesIncreased awareness in
past decades had helped tion: How many decide to
lower the trend and it goes ge t behind the whee l- or
without saying that driving admit to it after doing so?
The Preventive Medicine
whi le intoxicated is not
only dangerous , but also study also found that 41
illegal. The study, pub- percent of 42,815 traffic
lished in the American deaths in the U.S. were
Journal of Preventive alcoho l related, and motor
Medicine , adds more than vehicle-related injury is the
a few frightening statistics leading cause of death in
to that already common the U.S. for people between
the ages of I and 34. That's
knowledge.
The 2002 nationwide SUT- in addition toAAIM's numvey found an estimated 159 bers indicating drunk drivmillion cases of alcoho l- ing as the leading cause of
impaired driving, which is death among ages 5 to 28.
To some students, the
still higher than the 116
million episodes reported numbers sound like more of
in 1997.
the same.
Every year of the study,
Sadly, that's exactly
more than 80 percent of right . Whether admitting
drunk driving instances are the ill-advised attempts or
attributed to people who not, a staggering number of
had been binge drinkingpeople are arrested each
more than five drinks on year after ignoring both sta one occasion.
tistics and the law. The
t is a fe eling thai 100

Ms. Right in 2008?
Guest Commentary
SiRFerguson. KRT

So how do you address a
woman president, anyway?
I'm not sure, but J think the
proper term is "Madame
President."
I bring this question up not
just as idle speculation, but
because it 's the kind of thing
we reall y need to stan thinking about.
Most people would agree
that we wi ll have a woman in
the White I-fou se "someday."
But I am beginn ing to
beJi("ove that "someda y" may
nut be very far away at all.
Although It 's very, very earl y
to be speculatlOg about !luch
thlOg.'i, there arc forces In
motlfm that cflu ld vlnually
gua rtJ ntcc thai tJ wurn.. n will
be Ic ..dmg thl lt country In
January 2(J09
ffdl ary ( IIIlItHI 1\ Widely
rccO'UIII".cd as a fr un(.-runnel
IIJ W /fl 'he 2IH ' ~ Demot r"tlc
I'Klrnmat/(Itl, II 't he (let ldc!. to
run m the nex t cicC IlUll.
A Ithough ~ he 1'1 ~e ll a\ "
pfllaflz;Hly, fi gure, 'I he 1'1
wildly ~'rul(J' 'N uh th e
f )crn,.,ual l(. hll <;t , and II 1\
m,t ,It .. II dlffk ull I(J f",.. lure
he, c;1 ~mg up III the pod,,,

urn to give her acceptance
speech at their 2008 convention .
Republicans realize this,
and their strategists are
already considering ways to
counter the wild (and probably mostly positive) press
coverage that a Hillary for
President campaign would
generate. Some of them
believe they have the perfect
answer, and her name is Dr.
CondoleC'"J"..1..a Rice .
fI 's a long-shot sce nario,
of course, and Rice has stated that she has "no intention
of running" for president or
any othcr elected office.
But the question comes up
agam and again in disc ussicms like this about whether
or not Amcrica is really
"ready" to cICC I a woman as
prc.!IIdelll.
l'crHoJlall y, I tl1Ink II 's u
!lIll y qucstlon I think II be ller
qucMtlO'1 HI tlu s: Wuu ld must
Ameri can !! vute O1l;all18t a
c01mlldOilc whc} be!! t repre ~ lII ed their vu llle!! ami View!!
Ju st hcClIlI!!C Ihllt cundidule
Wilt! 1101

or thc IIllIlc gc ndcr'!

over Condoleezza Rice just
because she 's a woman? Is
your typical bleeding-heart
li beral Democrat go ing to
throw h is su pport to Jeb
Bush or Rudy Giu li ani
instead of Hillary Clinton
just so the White 1·louse can
remain an all-boys club? I
don 't think so.
We all have a certain
amoun t of inborn prejudice
regarding things like race
and gender and yes, there arc
some Americans who will
never vale for a woman, or a
minority or what have you.
But I think thllt kind of
thinking is largely II relic of
the past. For most of us, 11
candidate 's ideas and philosophy arc much morc impurt::ant than gendcr ilnd ethniciIy.
There is IIU question i ll Ill y
mind thnt America is remly
fur II WUIIlIlII pn.:sidelll .
We 've j ust been wniti llij for
thc ri ght WUIlIlIll to COlllc
ululIK,
Ami whu knows we !lilly
jU/H 1111d twv of thcm III
200K.

IMllk a l It this wily: I!I II
dl c · IIfHd Chll Hr vu l/ ve
f cpuhlicl.I lI

g llll1 ~ III cliuollc

J(,hn Hdwa rdAor John Kcrry
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LEI IERS TO lHE EDI1OR:
can't even keep drugs out of o ur
schools and prisons.
Perhaps our policies should at least
stop ensuring the mobsters get rich.

-Christopher Largen
Senior, Community Service Program
University of North Texas
Denton, Te'Cos

Stu,dent center more than just a
wish

Meth use doesn ' t have 10 be a
scourge
This letter is regarding " Meth use
wreaks havoc in Chicago" (April 18).
Believe it or not, there's a solution
to the lab explosions, child exposure,
high profits, theft, disease and guns
associated with methamphetamine.
We could centralize and regulate
meth production and distribution in
well-secured, quality-controlled government facilities where addicts would
register before being administered a
standardized dosage of pharmaceutical-gradc meth, with medical supervision and withou t the use of dirty needles.
Addicts would also receive information about the risks of meth usc, along
with Oil-the-spot access to treatment
resources.
This trailblaz ing harm · reduction
strategy is currently being used by Stvera l nations in Europe, with a posi tive
outcome .
Somc citizcns mi ght think this
upproueh is rudi cII l, but it would
remove the economic ilH.'elitive from
the produccrs and dculers 01" iII~gal
I11cth.
It wuuld retluel' the spread of AIDS
nnd hcputitis. It would cn sure thut
ulldkl s nrc,,' t cOl1lrnitlinH Crillit'S or
I'l)bbl..'l"Y lind VIOlence to pu y the inn t\!cd bluck mnrkl't pri('CS impos!J\1 by the
nltlb s t cr~ . It would elil1lilmte the
t'x plndlllH I1II: tll Inbs.
And It would tuke the Illcth oil' tht'
:i Il'Cl' tS, whore c hll<lre ll hlave elli S
II\'CC!!S til the !l Uhstllllce ,
Ancr dC'culicli
th b \lrli M W"f, we

or
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This is in response to the editorial
entitled "'Students should ' center' on
education" (April 18).
The Chronicle is correct in its assessment of the current situation. A student
center will cost a lot of money. It w.ill
take time to get approval from the college and. indeed, it will take negotiations to figure out what goes in "it. The
correct nature of the piece ends there.
The undertone is that we should forget about the student center. It is somehow bad for the college and we should
not work for the future. only our current benefit.
That is garbage.
A student center benetits all students.
It's the ultimate solution to the divide
between commuter student s and doml
snldents.
Huge events could be held there. It
would also consolidatc existing oflices
into one mllin pillce, lellvin g open
space in other buildings for dt!"purtmental expan sion , It would lxcome the
headquarters of the student body and
would stand as n symbol of who Wi..'" tire
us 1\ co lh!gt!" so thnt no one will l' wr
ligni n ask, " Wh~re is Columbin', .. ;\
student center in the South Loop will
SI..'rlmm "1It.'r~ We nrd"
I undt!"rstnnd thut
colk'g~ is not
ich,'l1tilicd by its buildings. I'O!' its pt)Wl'r
COlllvS from thv stmh.· llts, G i \f in~ liS 11
plnce to coli our (''''n, whl..'I'\' idtns lUh.1
gins enn b~ frl,,'d y ('ol1Hllun kntl'd,

would show \ ho

w~ lU\"

Hrl'wt
1·'"",~hHlIIII ,

Chris M~nu!
Copy Ch If
RebeQ:! MlRiII&ltl
$l1tlOIll Rodt1gllel
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Letters to the Editor (cont'd)
Chronicle editorial should
be stamped counterfeit ...
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began. In addition, the postcard
announcing the sho w and
dep ictin g the " Patriot Act"
stamp with the names and locations of the partici pat ing artists,
went out to the public a full
month prior to th e openi ng,
plent y of time for the Secret
Serv ice to make a full inquiry.

Your editoria l on the "Axis of
Evi l" ex hibition at Glass Curtain
Gallery ("The rea l crim e is
fraud, not free speech," April
18) n ot only makes a number of
absurd assumptions, it also contains a factual error that requires
a correc tion with an apology to
the curator Michael Hernandez
de Luna.
To beg in with, Hernandez de
Luna ha s never been charged or
convicted as a "known counterfeiter" and defrauder of the U.S.
Posta l Service. To ca ll him a
"known counterfeiter," as you
do in the fina l paragraph ofyollr
diatribe, is irresponsibl e, mislead ing and false , to say the very
least.
Second, your statement that
the Secret Se rvice visited Glass
Curtain to continue an o ngoing
investigation into Hernandez de
Luna as a counterfe iter and
defrauder of the U. S. Postal
Service left us wondering if you
had tapped the phone lines of the
Sec ret Service themse lves.
To the best of our know ledge,
the Secret Serv ice has ne ver
made that claim- nei ther to
Caro lAnn Brown, t,he director of
C-Spaces who met with the two
agents the night o f the reception,
Yet, the Secret Service made
nor to the media , nor [0
Hernandez de Luna's attorney.
thei r prese nce felt at the most
Additio nally, your argument v isible and publi c time possib le .
doesn't answer the ques tion why Co incidence?
the Secret Service was so in terAga in , as journalists, you,
. ested in spe ak ing with Al more than mos t c iti ze ns, must be
Brandtne r, the creator of the aware ·of the increasing erosion
now in fa mou s " Patriot Act" of our ri ghts as c itize ns since
s tamp sheet, or why they took 9/ 11 and the impl ementation of
phQtographs of " Patriot Act." the Patriot Act.
Based on your argument, he
So, to try to paint the Secret
must be a "known counterfeiter" Service's presence in G la ss
too .
Curtain Gallery during the openAs journalists and therefore, ing reception of "Ax is of Ev il "
one would assume, guardians of as part of an inve stigation into
free speec h, we would expect a postage stamp fraud is not only
great dea l o f seriousness on your feebl e-minded, but irresponsible
part on this ve ry seriou s issue. because it deflects the publi c's
Were the Secret Serv ice officers attention from a very seri ous
just doing their job inves tigating threat to its rights to free speec h
a work of art depi ct ing a gu n and art istic ex press ion.
Columb ia stu dent s, fac ult y
pointed 10 th e president 's head?
Pe rh aps. But wh y crash a and staff shoul d be rig htfully
reception? The show open ed two p roud of sc hool offic ials for
full days before the receptio n cou rageously defendin g th e

C all for democracy on staff
union
Last week , the Nation al Labo r
Re lation s Board ruled that 42
cha llenged ballots be opened
and counted. The NLRB also
ruled that at least 69 el ig ible
voters did not appear o n the elig ibility list.
Uni ted Staff of Col umbi a
Co llege wants the votes counted. The co llege has indicated
tha t they plan to appea l to
Was hin gton , D.C., caus in g
indefinite delay.
To appeal the Labor Board's

The Columbia Chromcle IS a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, i~ .w hole or In
part, the views of college administrators.
faculty or students

All text, photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced o r published without
written permission.

show and the ga ll ery'S ri ght and
obligation to continue to di splay
the controversia l "Patriot Act"
stamp shee t.

- Greg Weiss
Gallery Coordinator
Glass Curtain Gallery

Chris GalievofThe Chronicle

... Nothing counterfeit about
ex hibit, however
The Chronicle editors got it
wrong in their editorial ("The
rea l cr ime is fraud, not fr ee
speec h," Apri l 18).
There is nothing cou nterfei t
about "Axis of Evil: The Sec ret
History of Sin." All the artwork
in the show is 100 perc ent leg itimate fau x postage. "Axis" curator Michae l Hernandez De Luna
and the o ther 46 arti sts in the
show created satire in the form
of pos ta ge stamps, not cou nterfe it postage.
The spec ifi c sta tu te quoted by
Chronicle edito rs defines counterfeiting as the crea tion of
stamps "of the kind author ized
and provided by the [U .S. Pos tal
Service]." Clearly, stamps with a
penis on the pope's hat are not
the kind the US PS authori zes.

dec is ion is d isrespectfu l to
Co lumbia's stafT, fiscally irrespo nsib le and lega ll y pointless
given the weakness of th eir
case.
US of CC fee ls this uncertainty will be bad for morale and
ultimately bad for students. Our
workplace is their learning environm e nt ; w hat n ega ti ve l y
impacts th e one, hurts the other.
We ha ve a s teep hill to climb ;
we must overco me a 20-vo te
margin wi th on ly 42 va les to be
co unted.
1f the co ll ege agrees to forego
an appea l, US o f CC wi ll abide
by the vote coun t no matter

Editorials are tho opinions of th e Editorial
Boa rd of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns arc the opInions of tho author(s).

Views exprossed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Colum bia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

Faux postage, or labe ls, as
they arc ca ll ed in the stamp-collecting hobby, are not coun terfeit; they are fantasy labels, wi th
some simil ari ty to Easter Seals
o r National Wi ldlife Federa tion
charit y sea ls, albeit with a
slightly different political message. Your edi tor ia l fa ils to
grasp that the "a rtistamp:' or
fa ux postage , is a spe cifically
apt form!
Fo r satiri z ing an inhere ntly
gove rnmental (and occas ionally
propagandi s ti c) im age ry, the
postage sta mp, no effo rt stemming from the G la ss Curta in
G all ery s ho w defrauds the
USPS.
As repo rted in the L. A. Times
on April 14 and elsewhere, a
Secret Service spokesman has
gone on record clarifying that
the Secret Service was inve stigati ng imagery from specific
artworks as they related to
threats on the president 's life,
whi ch is their job.
While as a taxpayer, I may
have a problem even with that,
your ed itorial got it wrong.
It is the job of the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service to handle
mail fraud in its many forms ,
specifically the counterfeiting of
rea l st amps by real crooks who
aim to make money by se lling
co unterfeit sta mps.
The pranks that De Luna ha s
pulled in the pa s t a re not a
"major prob lem for th e post
office" in relation to se ll ing
po stage as stated in the editorial.
Pull ing a p ran k on the post
office to create mail ·.an .. may
be sophomoric and illegal, but it
is the can!
Text of art de livers the message of sat ire and separates it
spec ifica lly from counterfeiting
th eft. I app laud both the
Co lumb ia admini stra tio n for
standing up to the Secret Service
brown sh irts, and all the artists
in the "Axis of Evil" show who
practi ce their bas ic human rights
in speaki ng their minds.

- AndreII' Oleksillk
/lu eractive Arts and Media
President, Illinois POSflI!
HisfOI)' Society

what the out come and will lIot
exe rcise OllT right to rerun the
elec tion as presc ribed in the
NL RB dec ision.
We urge the administratio n
and board of trus tees to s top and
think of what's best for
Col umbia. Refle ct upon thi s
deci sio n; don' t just react. COUll!
the ballots and let the staff of
Columbia make their democratic choice.

- The membership of the
United Staff of Columbia
College

Leiters to Ihe editor must InClude full name, year. major
and phone number All leiters are edIted for grammar and
may be cut due to a limIted space
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e·mailed to Chronicle@coturn.edu or mailed 10
The Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 205,
Chicago, Il. 60605,1 996.
Press releases
Chronicle@colum.edu
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Roamin'
Numerals

$20,000
Estimated amount of
damage incurred
removing Jose
Francisco Martinez
from the chimney of
a Lake Tahoe, Nev.,
home on April 20.
Martinez, 19, had
been stuck in the
chimney for about
two hours during an
attempted burgrary.

38

Number of years
between two bear
attacks su ffered by
biologist Scott
MacInnes in Alaska.
MacInnes, 51, suffered his most recent
mauling on April 18
dur\ng an early
mormng Jog near hiS
home 10 Soldotna.
Despite wounds to
his head, neck and
abdomen, MacInnes
is expected to make
a full recovery.

$100,000
Amount of a federal
grant applied for by
SIJeclal WeaJlons
and Tactics (SWAT)
veteran Sean
Truelove to fund a
four-year project
that would tram a
capuchin monkey
for high-risk police
operations. Truelove
fold the East Valley
Tribune in Arizona
that the idea came to
him in a dream
about 18 months
ago.

Choice Cuts

"

"I consider it a debt
of honor. She spit in
our faces for 37
years. It was
absolutely worth
it. "

Vietnam veteran
Michael A. Smith 's
comments to the
Kansas City Star
after he spit tobacco
juice in the face of
actress Jane Fonda
during a book signing on April 19.
Fonda, 07\ wiped her
face ana continued
signing copies of her
autoBiography. The
crowd app l~uded
when It was
announced that
Smith,' 54, had been
arrested.
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The Department of Liberal Education and the Center for Asian Arts and Media
present a lecture as part of the Woman Warrior Festival 2005

listen: The Good

r~:)i:en: 1 Asian

Girl Talks Back to U.S. Patriarchy

Wednesday May 4, 4 pm

Collins Hall, 624 S. Michigan Ave.
6th floor, Columbia College
Fay Yokomizo Akindes presents narratives of three Asian American
women who rescripted their lives from the "good girl"(who rarely
speaks) to the political activist who talks back to U.S. patriarchy.
The three women include: Yuri Kochiyama, a contemporary of
Malcolm X who "awakened" to political activism in her early 40s and is still
active today in her 80s; Alberta Lee, daughter of the Los Alamos scientist Wen
Ho Lee who was imprioned in solitary confinement for 9 months then released;
and Eiko Kosasa, a sansei (third generation Japanese American) woman in
Hawaii who criticized her sansei brothers for replicating and benefiting from the
dominant power structure rather than supporting the Native Hawaiian
Sovereignty Movement.
Fay Yokomizo Akindes is associate professor of communication and
director of the Center for Ethnic Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside.
Her research problematizes communication, culture and identity in Hawai'i,
the U.S. and West Africa, and has appeared in Diegesis, Discourse, Qualitative
Inquiry, several book chapters, and (forthcoming) in Cultural Studies Critical
Methodologies. (Admission to this event is free)

Summer Financial Aid
All Students attending the 2005 summe'r semester and intersted in
summer financial aid should complete an Online Summer Financial
Aid Appliction,
• Applications will be available April 4. 2005 at
www.colum.edulsfs
• The deadline will be June 1.2005.
• You will be notified by email of your summer
finan cial aid eli gibility.
•

de lay' Some aid is avai labl e on a first co me
lirst serve basis.

/)lin ' l

"'or morL: financial aid information visit:
Student Financial Services at www.colum.cdu/sfs
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MAT IN ELEMENTARY EDUCAnON
Thls program prepares candidates to teach in

setf~nta ined

elemen-

tary classrooms and includes the option of one or more middJe..5chool
endorsement areas. Emphasis Is placed on using a variety of art forms

to deepen student learning.

MAT IN ART EDUCATION
This program prepares candidates to teach the visual arts. enhanced
by experiences In movement, drama. creative

wrttlng, and sound. at the

elementary, middle, and secondary sehoollevels.
MAT IN URBAN TEACHING
This is a O()I)..ttaditional program that prepares candidates who are
transitional (Type 29) billngual teachers for elementary certillcatlon
with permanent bilingual approval. Student teaching is done in the
teacher's classroom throughout the two-ancf.a...half year course of study_

EOUCATI01(AL ITVIlIU IlD'AftTMEI'I T

Columbia College Chicago Careers in Teaching

CilAADtl AT£ SCIoiOOL

The Primary goal of the Educ<Jtiona! Studies Department is to create teachers who foster collaboration.

COLUM5IA COLLEGE CHICAGO

critical thinking and reflection. consciousness of self. and cultural diversity.

CHICAGO, IL eoaOi

tOO i OUTW MICHIGAN

A~OIlif

'~147

Columbia
INIiOVATION

IH

THE VISUAl.

COL L E G E
PERFORMING . MEDIA,
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CHICAGO
COMMUN I CATIO'"

lIlY DONI rOTICITl
UrJate Hou r contad
information on-line.
It is TIIQlJITIIDfor a ll st ud e nts
registering fo r c lasses this fa ll !

Sign on to OASIS. Go to CX-Student
Profile and Click on Addr ess /
Em ergency Update. From here you can
update your per man en t, billing and
mailing addresses as well as cel l
phone and wo rk numbers. Ch eck
your emergency contact information. In case of
eme rgenci es, this is th e information th e co ll ege will
uSE! to get in touch with the person yo u designate as
your emergency contact. Call the Student OASIS Help
Line at 312/344-7788 if you need additional help .

OIlc.tS

ARTS

WWW. COLUM.EDU/ GRADUATE/
EDUCATIONALSTUDIES
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Complete the Student Satisfaction Inventory
and you will be entered into a drawing to receive a Sony VAlO B Series
laptop, a 20 GB IPod or one of three $100 Borders gift certificates.

What to do:
Check your College e-mail in box (... @myoasis.colum.edu) and you will
find an invitation to participate in the survey. Click on the link provided,
complete the survey and hit 'submit.'
Your response will help the college determine what is working and what
is not working at this institution.
Thank you in advance for completing this important survey, .
Elizabeth Silk
Director of Institutional Research

~

Columbia
OOll

Q

0 111 0 " 0 0
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Chicago Job Fairs, Career

1212 Soulh Michigan

Fairs, Employment fairs, 0
pen Houses and more!

Avenue-Let us do the math!
It pays to live here! Ask us
about our specials. Offering
studio, one and two bedroom
apartments wilh gorgeous
city and lake views.
Amenities abound! Contact
Leasing al (312) 461- It I O.

YOUR Chicago career

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds

cation, seeks smart writers with
a unique voice. Think some

Classified Advertising

where between 50s Playboy,

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by
5 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the pub lishing date.

connection!
ww.chicagojobresource.com

43rd and Wallace 3 bedroom
new remodeled appliances
includes one garage space.
fenced yard nice bldg in nice

area. $650 773 255 3458
JOURNALISM STUDENTS!
Good for Party, a lifestyle publi

Vice, EW. We embrace contro
versy, provocation, seduction.
We are NOT obsessed wilh
materialism, narcissism, and
celebrity worship of olher magaz
ines. Call Shreyas al
312.498.4304.

GUITAR LESSONS wilh LeRoy
Bach. (5ive Style, Wilco, DSettiemenL.) Lessons offered
in Humboldl Park sludio. Rales
vary. 'i45scoul@holmail.com'
Shop and Save
www.cheapgifts.com
Welcomes You Online

Make $ $$ laking Online
Surve~s Earn $10-S125 for
Surveys Earn $25-$250 for
Focus Groups

www.cash4sludenls.com/
columcol

Rates

FIGURE MODELS
· Ch . I h
$
WANTED! Columbia pholo
Th e C0Iurn bla ronlc e C arges 0..15 per grads collaboraling on fine
word with a $5 minimum. All classified ads art series aboul Ihe human
must be pre-paid in full prior to publicabody. All types needed. Be
tion. All ads will be published in the order part of a one of a kind pro
· dt
lecl. Call Daniel & Juslln @
773'407-7279
of purc haSlng a e
Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad

Online
www.columbiachrontcleclassifieds.com.

By HDii
Send your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name, city, state, zip code
and phone number with full payment to:
Chronicle Classifieds, 600 S. Michigan Ave .,
Chicago, IL 60605.

ModeVHosl: $ I 20 a day No
exsperience needed will work at
McCormick Place Convention

Cenler 5121-24.Send Piclure &
Short Reseme by May 131h
To: bill@cheslnulid.com

ECHO Magazine is looking
for submissions of
photos, sculpture,
paintings, illustrations
and fashion for the
summer/fall edition.
Please contact Lynne,
L_pez87@hotmail.com
for details.
Last day for
submissions is

4/29/05.

1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd,
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellenl
Condilion, $6900.
3I 2-446-5882 or
skthiessen@holmail.com.

FOR RENT - 2 BR ApI.
S8251mo. Avail 5115. Greal Oak
Park localion. Walk 10 Green line
and slores. HDWD floors, ceiling
fans. Heal included. 24-hr park
ing available. (708) 383-4355

By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name, city, state, zip code
and phone number with full payment to

This is Columbia .
Tfi[

COLUMBIA CHRONIC LE
your paper. your news. your vOice

3111344-8031. -

Specials!

Week of April 25- 29

soups

Breaded Cod Sandwieh .................. J4.2S
tartar sauce, cole slaw.
served with potato chips.

Smoked Turkey Foeeaeia ............... J4.00
tomato. avocado. brick cheese.
served with potato chips.

monday

Carrot Herb
tuesday

Cream of Chicken Rice
wednesday

Chicken Noodle

Grilled Cheese Sandwieh .............. J4.2S
with small soup.
served with potato chips.

thursday

Cheddar Cauliflower

the underground cafe
basement - 600 south miohigan
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City Beat

Empty Spaces

Area resident
records South
Loop history

owners of the building left it in
serious disrepair.
'The building is in need of a
major renovation, which we're currently planning," Dewey said.
Reasons for vacant landmarks
vary from neglectful owners to
zoning issues. But it is the renovating and stalled renovation through
the years that has been the problem

o

Dearborn Park an integral part
of area rehab, according to historian

for buildings like Ihe Buckingham,

By Josh Kanlal1kl
Assislanl CiiY Beat Edii..

Looking around, Dennis McClendon saw no one
who was interested in chronicling the history of the
South Loop. Instead he saw a golden opportuniry for On April 20, Dennis McClendon, a South
gathering infonnatioo about a poorly documented Loop resident and Chicago historian, lectured
pan of Chicago's history.
at East-West University, 816 S . Michigan Ave.
McClendon's most recent lecture, Recounting
the communiry's, bean.
HislOry of Chicago's Near South Side, on April 20 at
"Most beloved for all my neighbors bere [in the
Easl-Wesl Universiry, 816 S. Michigan Ave., incorroom] is Dearborn Statioo, the ooly one of the four
poraled a .Iideshow documenting many of the area's
stations that SliU stands," McClendon said.
architectural feats, and even a few fOibles, as pan of
Hearkening back 10 Dearborn Station, McClendon
the university's F4st-West Perspectives series of
said the locale is heavily involved in the revitalizaongoing lectures, celebrating the school's 25th year
tion of the South Loop. He added that Dearborn
of operation.
Pari<, built just south of the station, was an integral
"I knew we were building new neighborhood,
part in bringing the South Loop back to prominence,
and I wanted to be: the one to collect~nscien
calling the park the "genesis" of the area.
tiously-al\ this information [ahout . the South
"The neighborhood hit rock bonom in the 70s, and
Loop]," said McClendon, a South Loop resident for
now we're seeing that change over. and a cycling
more than 20 years. "A hundred years from no'l',
back to now, where we have million-dollar homes in
wouldn't it be great to know [Chicagoans] have this
the neighborhood," McClendon said.
[information], kind of like Wrigleyville does?"
He also referred to the hislOry' of the area, includMcClendon is also a hoard member of South Loop
ing the re..,hanneling of the Chicago River in 1927
Neighbors, a community organization dedicated to
and the history of Plymouth Cowt-which used to
ogranizing the qualiry of life in the South Loop.
be called 3rd Avenue>-and also discussed the more
Encompassed in his comprehensive slidesbow,
recent bistory of the South Loop. He mentioned that
McClendon illustrates the rich, and oftentimes
Pacific Garden Mis.ion will move from its locale at
raunchy, history of the South Loop, offering up yel646 s. State SI. to a new area at 14th Street and
lowing photos of bordellos that lined the streets in
Canal Street 10 make room for tbe expansion of
the area DOW known as Printer's Row, which runs
Jones CoUege Prep, 606 S. State Sl
from. Harrison,Slreet to Polk Street.
And while the South Loop continues to grow,
McCleqdon, 9!"Qer of the graphic design compaMcClendon added that the population densiry in the
ny Chicago C~rjoGraphic, further documented the
area is nowhere near capacitY. ;J
area's rich past, including its railroad history, which
" We're a long way from the upper Limit,"
be called, "the real life blood, the energy of the
McClendon said, noting that the area is still below
South Loop." Iy1cClendon mentioned thalonly one
12,000 people per square tilile. By ' contrast,
of the four notable railroad terminals-Central,
McClendon added that areas on the North Side have
Dearborn, LaSalle and Grand Central stations-popUlation densities greater than l~,OOO.
remains, and th_at i t held a special place in his, and

a

Meth COlltinued/rom Back Page
of what will happen if something from the drug's enticing grip.
isn't done.
Already, Cohen said, the ads are
" If we don 't get some fund ing in bringing more people to treatment
place quickly, [and] social market- programs.
ing and counselors ... it 's going to
Cohen said he and others created
make its way quicker to the streets the "Life or Meth" campaign in
and we are going to see a whole Miami in 2002. In 1998, seeing the
culture of people on a drug that association between users of crysfeeds on psychosis and paranoia," tal and risky behavior in southern
Cohen said. " It 's a spark before the Florida. they dec ided to take action
explosion."
after knowing that coworke rs,
A new Ill inois law, the patients and friends fell prey to the
Methamphetamine Manufacturing drug.
Chemical Retail Sale Control Act,
"Crystal meth usage is an epitook effect Jan I. It was designed to demic proportion now [to] gay men
slow the spread of meth in Illinois and the heterosexual rural crowd,"
by regulating the display and sale Cohen said. "You have two differof two key ingredients ofmeth pro- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Magazine.
Bridges chose to run the ads during Memorial Day weekend
because it is known as a large party
weekend in Chicago's circuit clubs.
The ads ran during the summer.
Bridges is starting the campaign up
again soon with a new the,me: Meth
equals death. He hopes that images
of death will halt the trend of busts,
and stop people he knows in the
community from using.
Cohen applauds the Chicago
press and the health department for
being very proactive and helpful
with Bridges' endeavors.
"I have really good things to say
about Chicago," Cohen said. "Your

duction: ephedrine and pseu- "If we don't get some funding gay press is working logether. Vou
doephedrine. Now retailers carulOt

in place quickly, [andl social

sell more than two packages of

marketing and counselors . ..

cold medicine containing these
drugs at a time .
Also, the drugs must be placed
behind store counters or locked in
cases.
"I think it's going to make it a lot
tougher for people to get pseudoephedrine,"
said
Mark
Warpness, Chicago drug enforcement administration special agent.
"We are putting a noose on the
problem."
He hopes the new law will do
some good, adding that this type of
legislation has helped in other
states such as Oklahoma and
Missouri.
Despite increasing headlines,
many are still unaware of the risks
associated with the drug, and community leaders hope janing ads in
magazines and on public transportation will steer people away

it's going to make its way
qwcker to the streets."
- Marc Cohen, president of
the United Foundation for

'AIDS

ent sides, and with the rural, rarely
do they consider the relation
between SIDs and meth,"
Now Chicago has followed suit,
in hopes of combating a fri ghtening epidemic.
Stacy Bridges, general manager
and editor of Gay Chicago
Magazine, heard about the campaign and wanted to start one up in
Chicago because he saw a great
need for it. He started the Chicago
campaign back in May with the
gay media, placing vivid ads in
publications such as The Windy
C ity Times and Gay Chicago

really need an infrastructure of sup-

pon."

Treatment programs for meth
users are also growing in Chicago.
According to Lisa Cohen of the
Illinois Department of Human
Services, the addiction prevention
appropriations for fiscal year 2005
total $25,327,300. Although funding for substance abuse programs
has been cut throughout the years,
some believe Chicago still fare s
much better than the rest of the
state, where treattnent is hard to
come by.
Treatment programs downstate
are overwhelmed or nonexistent,
but not in Chicago, according to
Bruce Leibi of the Illinois State
Police.
'The situation is flip-flopped,"
Leibi said,
Cohen-of the department of
human services- added that, compared with other cities such as

as well as the Blackstone Hotel and
the Dexter Building- not a disinterest in their history.
But now the real estate market in
the South Loop has reached a point
where renovating buildings like the
Buckingham offers a lot more benefits. Dewey points out that the
amount of students in the area is a
major plus.
" It is a fabulous location, especially with the student population
growing- the area has a great
appeal," he said.
The Blackstone Hotel is soon to
follow, with Lucien Lagrange
Architects renovating the building.
While the Dexter building's fate is
up in the air, it is clear that many of
the historic buildings in the South
Loop will most likely form an integral part of the area's development
in the near future.

Continued from Back Page

Dearborn Tower at 1530 S. Slate
St.; the Michigan Avenue Tower at
1250 S. Michigan Ave.; and State
Place at the comer of Roosevelt
Road and State Street.
Se lf-storage fa cil ities usually
stick to areas that are cheaper to
own and rent, and when the rea l
estate market goes up they usually
move out, Giles said . He said that
this move started in the burgeoning

South Loop.
"As a ne ighborhood develops
there is usually a central development that spurs other developments," Giles sa id. " Ult imate ly

everything will [be developed]."
He points to the current construction underway at the o ld railroad yards near C lark Street as an
example of the "mega-projects"
going intQ the area. He said it is
safe to assume the storage spaces

will be filled in the Soulh Loop as
well, along with all of the new
development taking place.
"You're not going to see the
same empty buildings you do now
because this is hot marketplace,"
Giles sa id.

Rapid change
Hanns remembers first noticing

the Soulh Loop's change in 200 1
Space for development

when she came back to Dearborn
Park after spending a year in Santa

Aside from historic buildings
that require renovation, the selfstorage and rental signs that still
dot the neighborhood are vanishing
as development jumps from street
to street. While new buildings and
renovations continue to fl ourish in
the area, some structures appear to
have fa llen through the cracks. But
these last few empty spaces are not
necessarily:'flymg'\\'nd1!f the' 'fuaar
of developers; they are just next in
line to build up in a ballooning real
estate market.
Keith Giles has worked in developing the South Loop for years. As
a partner of the Chicago-based real
estate firm Frankel & Giles, he has
worked on projects such as the

Barbara, Calir.
" I remember driving down to
Chinatown on State Street pointing
to new bu ild in gs and ' S"ayin g;
'When did they build that? When
did they build that?'" Hanns said.
The obvious building up of th e
neighborhood has yet to cover the
remnants of the old South Loop,
whether it 's historic or just simply
emptY.' Harm s srrdse~ thal"she is
happy with the development she
has watched spring up around her
in the past few years, and, according to Giles, she has more to look
forward to.
"The whole area will keep on
going for at least a dec~de." Giles
said.

Eric Oavi,fThe Chronicle

In spite of the ballooning real estate development in the area, the
South Loop still has vacant buildings and s torage facilities .

L--:-_~-'-_ _ _ _ _ __ -''--_ _ _ -''--'-_-''_ __

Miami, Chicago 's treatment program and department of public
hea lth is largely funded and maintains a good relationship with the
community, working with other
programs to combat problems and
help create awareness.
Like Mike M. , many can tum to
Crystal Meth Anonymous for help.
CMA offers addicts a 12-step program and support system.
Members are growing as the popularity of the drug surges, yet the
numbers at CMA don't reflect how
large the problem is. Mike M. said
that unfortunately, he doesn't think
membership of CMA has reflected
the increase of use.
"I would expect a surge in membership in the next couple of
years," he added. "Personally, I see
about a two to four-year lag
between the time a person starts

using and gives up."
David McKirnan, a researcher at
Howard Brown Health Center,
promised that the center will start
working with, tracking and getti ng
more data on meth users.
" We're moving in some areas,"
McKiman sa id. "Clearly, in a few
years, it wi ll become a priority."
Eliminating labs, creating new
laws, fostering awareness and
encouraging treatment are key fac tors to ridding the city. Cohen
believes that the prob lem will not
go away until people target the
emotional problem s that cause
them to turn to the drug in the fLrSt
place. Cohen had a warn ing for the
future, drawn from his experience.
" Until we heal ourselves from
the inside out of pain and find di fferent ways to overcome it, this is
going to keep bappening."
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McDonald's opens
super-sized site
amid controversy
o New restaurant celebrates company's 50th year
By Hayley Graham
SlaffWnter
Even as McDonald's ce lebra tes
ils 50th anniversary in Chicago
with a brand new flag ship restau rant, controversy continues to
bubble under the surface for the
global fast - food giant.
In recent weeks, th e hamburger
cha in has has ked in the kind of
positive pub licity that comes
with ce lebratin g a miles tone
anniversary and opening
24.068-square-fool restaurant in
downtown Chicago. Around the
world. media outlets ha ve noted
the company's success, and have
sent crews to cove r the opening
of the new store.
C urrentl y. there are morc than
30,000 McDona ld's restaurants
around the world. with each
bri nging in an average of $).8
million annua ll y.
In Chicago, the new, two-story
restaurant si ts o n the site of what
was once the Rock ' n' Roll

McDonald's at 600 N. Clark 51.
The design of the building is a
rep lica of th e fi rst McDonald's
built in Des Plaines in 1955, but
on steroids. Man y in the city see
the opening o f the store as a positive for an a rea of the city popular wi th touri sts.
" I think it 'll be good for the
ne ighbo rh ood," said Co nn ie
Buscemi, spokeswoman for the

eTA

c ity's planning department. " It is
a very identifiable and unique
McDonald's."
Like many of its surrou nding
bu si nesses. the 50t h anniversary
McDonald's is flaShy a nd impossi ble to miss. with its 60-foothigh golde n arches and glass
exterior. It sits across from ot her
heavily patronized hot spots. li ke
the Hard Rock Cafe an d the
Rainforest Caft.
"Some people may think it's
tacky or gaudy, but it fit s in with
the restaurants around here ," sa id
Michael
Del va ll e.
35,
of
Chicago.
"(McDonald's) tri ed to make it
more C hicago by giv in g the wi ndows a s kysc rape r effect," sa id
KatieSheridan, a Colu mbi a sophomore. " It is futuristic wi th a hint
o f modern."
The new store retains a number
of familiar McDonald's touches
while offering some new a meni ties. The food se lection is the
sa me, but flat screen televisions
ca n be found throughout the
restaurant. The dining area
includes glass, hanging lights ,
and grani te and sta inless steel
accents. The trashcans have also
c hanged; they now read "thank
yo u" in many different languages.
And even though the Rock 'n'
Roll McDonald 's is gone, not all
o f the musica l memorabilia is

The 50th anniversary flagship McDonald's is open at 600 N. Clark St. The store is equipped with to
registers , 60-foot-high golden arches, a glass exterior and two drive-thru lanes. The two-story
restaurant sits on the same lot as the former Rock 'n' Roll McDonald's.
lost. Sitting beside the new
restaurant rests a sma ll, w in dowed museum-the Roc k 'n'
Ro ll Pavilion-whic h houses
some of the remai ning rock ' n'
roll treasures, including a fam ous
Beatles statue and an Elvis guitar.
Some critics and observe rs
across tbe world , however, have
seen the new opening as an
oppo rtunit y to argue against
so me o f the fast-food giant's
prac tices, rat her than a ce lebration of th e restaurants' 50th year.
Thro ugho ut the chain's history,
the company ha s seen it share of
controversy. C ritics contend that
the company's products promote
obes ity, recently prompting the
corporation to introduce sa lads
and fre sh fruit , while stripping
the super-s ize optio n off its

fre nc h fries. The Food' and Drug
Administration has also focused
on the company rece ntl y, rulin g
that it wi ll require McDona ld's to
disclose the amount of trans-fatty
ac ids in their foods by 2006.
In London , a nti-McDona ld 's
act ivists took the opportunity to
ce lebrate 50 years of the chain
quite differently. Members of
McLibel, an anti-McDonald's
organization, stomped on a
"McB irthday " ca ke outs id e of
McDonald's European headq uarters on April 15.
Closer to home. about 30 peop le protested at a downtown
Kalamazoo , Mich ., location earli·
er this month to protest a store
po li cy that prohibits c ustomers
from remaining on the premises
for more than 30 minutes . The

protesters charged that the policy
is unfair to the homeless and poor
c ustomers, many of whom are
served by two nearby homeless
she lters.
Busce mi said the McDonald's
shou ld be something peop le will
want to experience whether they
are Chicagoans or just viSiting
the city. Even for those li ving in
Ch icago, the new store holds a
particular appeal.
"It·s the Ame rica n dream,"
sa id Karen Judson, a Co lumbi a
sophomore. "They are making
money off of everyone's fatness.
but they're makin g it classy. And
it's working because everyone's
excited.
iI's an amazing port rayal of
where we're at in America right
now

COlltillued from Back Page

"We are hoping we don 't have to
put this plan into effect al all," said
Robyn Ziegler, spokeswoman for

CTA.
The CfA's plan wi ll cause a rip·
piing effect that wi lt impact everyone, Z iegler sa id .
Rounds, who commutes on the
Red Line and the 87 th Street and
Cil.ero Avenue bus, would have to
make some drastic changes to her
schedule due to the changes.
" I'd probably come to ask a
friend who wou ld take me to
work ," Ro unds said. "This is sad,
because the erA is there, in our
neighborhoods, to give us serv ice.
To spend a 101 more Imoney) to get
where we have to go is just plain
ridiculous."
Other Chicagoans around the
ci ty were also unhappy wi th the
proposed cuts. Columbia stude nts

who rely o n the CTA to get to
school, fo r example. are faci ng less
frequent serv ices leading to signifi cantl y longer waits.
"It sucks because you won't be
able to go a nd get a train ri ght
away," said Mon ik a Kieea, a
Coll;J mbia sophomore who uses the
Blue Line to make it to class. "It
probably won't be as safe, because
if you're standing there for a long
time you never know what cou ld
happen."
Scott Schacter, a Col umbia junior, who depends on the CTA, hates
the idea of the cutbacks because it
wilt limit his accessibi lity to the
city.
Some Chicagoans are upset
about the prospect of driving more
oft!;!n in the congested city.
'" am very upset about it," said
C hi cagoan Martha Hart, 22. " I

Erin Mash/The Chronicle

Rich Forsythe, owner of the Greater Rockwell Organization,
spoke to the crowd in front of City Hall,12t N. Lasalle, about the
possible CTA cutbacks that may occur this year.

own a car, so I will be forced to
drive it more often . It probabl y
won't be a big economic change,
but it will be a big disappointment."
The people hit hardest by the c utbacks will be disabled people and
senior citizens because they arc on
fixed
incomes,
said
Cesar
Ruvalcaba, a representat ive for the
Campaign for Better Transit and a
Columbia alumnus.
"Lower income people don't
have options. They have to basically put up with whatever Ithe)
CTA decides to do," Ru valcaba
said.
He believes there are plenty of
other options for the CfA to consider.
"It's our money that goes to the
CTA, but they do what they want
wi th it. We shouldn 't be the ones
paying for this," Ruvalcaba said.
He said Mayo r RiChard M.
Daley and Gov. Rod Blagojevich
are "basically playing pingpong,"
when they shou ld be stepping up to
the plate and working together to
find the money.
The CTA does have options
besides asking for Springfield
funds, Ruvalcaba said, such as
applying for state money through
TlFs and other grants. He also
feels that making cutbacks in the
upper management pos itions of the
CTA right now would also help
relieve the deficit.
Ru valcaba urges Chicagoans to
contact their aldermen and representatives to push for alternati ve
ways to avoid c utbacks.
"This is a city that works-let's
keep it working," Ruvalcaba said.
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Boss Daley history, humor
rememberd at celebration
o

:J!J

Oh come all ye faithful

Friends, politicians rank VIC among Daley's 'greatest accomplishments'

By Tiffany Breyne
Staff Writer

Despite the cold weather on
April 19, many Chicago res i·
dents came out to ce lebrate the
50th anniversary marking the
ma yor, Richard 1. Daley's, first
election as mayor of Chicago.
As a tribute to the late mayor,
who passed away in office on
December 20, 1976, the Chicago
Hi storical Society held a panel
discussion on the blustery night
about Mayor Daley 's 2 1 years of
service to the city. The pane l
tou ched on everything from
Daley's personality to hi s stance
on controversial issues such as
racism.
Moderated by John Calloway,
the we ll known broadcast jour.
nalist and host of WTTW's
"Chicago Stories" program, the
discussion also delved into the
policies of Richard 1. Dale and
his impact on Chicago.
The panel included Thomas
O'Gorman, aide to Alderman Ed
Burke; 10hn P. Pelissero, pro fes-

sor of political sc ience at Loyola
University
Chicago;
and
Elizabeth
Tay lor,
Chicago
Tribune Magazine editor and coauthor of American Pharaoh, a
bo ok about the fi rst Mayor
Daley's term in office. Each
member of the panel relatedd
different personal exper iences
and anecdotes about the former
mayor.
Ca llaway began the evening
on a humorous note, reca lling
what it Wai like to interview
Daley in the 1950s, a man he
said had a constant knowledge
of the press.
"The man knew eve rything ,"
Ca llaway said. "A fl er he died I
had dreams of him every night,
like my father had died. He was
a fat her to me , and is sti ll a powerfu l influence in my life."
Taylor spoke along the same
note as she reflected on a
moment during her American
Pharaoh book tour when a man
told her that he had two fathe rs,

AP

The Chicago Historical Society celebrates the 50th anniversary
of Richard J. Daley's innauguration on April 19. Daley, his son,
Richard M. Daley, and his wife, Eleanor, who died in 2003, are
pictured above on the election day, April 13, 1963.
prob lem
I. On the lighter side I. The
around

Lesson : don 't drop pot in
front of the Po lice
On April 13 al 9:45 p.m.,
police patrolling in civi li an
dress observed a 13-year-old
male jumping the turnsti le
without pay ing fare at th e
Roose ve lt Red Line station.
The police announced they
were officers and placed th e
subj ect in cus tody. A sea rch of
the offender yielded a plastic
baggi e containing a green,
leafy
substance,
which
appeared to be cannabis. While
searching the offender, police
noticed the offender motioning
to ano'ther person nearby. The
second offender, a 17-year-old
mal e, attempted to disc reetly
drop another baggie conta ining
the green, leafy substance to
the ground . Th e police saw it
and placed him under custody
as well, confiscating both bags
of cannabis.

wilh horsing

one of them bei ng the elder
Daley.
The conversation touched on
many different aspects of the
previous mayor's life and service to the city. Taylor praised
him on his ability to speak the
language of lhe neighborhood.
O'Gorman pointed out that part
of what made him a good mayor
was hi s abi lity to read people.
" He had an intuitive sense of
eva luating
character,"
O'Gorman said. "He cou ld smell
you a mile away."
Pelissero added that aside
from being a good judge of character, Daley could make lasting
connections with people as we ll.
"More than others, Daley had
a better abi lity to forge relationships," Pelissero said .
The panel talked about the
issues that were most difficult
for Da ley during hi s years in
office, such as racism. Callaway
said that many people thought
racism }vas Daley 's Achi ll es'
heel.
"People painted Dale y as
someone who de liberately put
up barriers to keep ' them ' over
there and 'us' over he re,"
Ca llaway said.
Taylor noted that she didn't
like the word racist, but conceded that Richard 1. Daley was not
enamored with demographic
changes in his city, and wanted
people to sta y in their own
neighborhoods. Dur ing a brief
conversation on Daley's shortcomings, Pelissero pointed out
that he "had a fundamental misunderstanding of what people
wanted."
The building of the University
of Illinois at Chicago is a feal
that some say, despite the demolition of the Little Ital y neighborhood on the c ity's West Side,
is one of Daley'S greatest
accomp lishments.
"Daley
thought it was important that the
work ing people were educated,"
Taylor said.
At one point an audie nce
member asked the panel to com-

Eric OavlslThe Chronicle

At the Kennedy Expressway's Fullerton Avenue underpass,
curious viewers gather at what they believe is an image of
the Virgin Mary appearing as a water stain in a crack in the
wall. Flowers and photos fill the site.

pare and contrast the late mayor
wi th his son, Ri chard M. Daley,
who has been mayor of Chicago
for the past 16 years.
"Today's Daley is far more
reflective of the realities of the
world we live in," O'Gorman
said. "The cities are different
and the American politics are
diffe rent."
Callaway reaffirmed that
peint, explaining that the father
and son are culturally different.
"Can you think of [Richard J.]
Daley in a gay parade?"
Callaway said. "Rich[ard M.] is
open to all of this- his cabinet
looks like the United Nations."
Taylor, more crit ical of th e
younger Daley, said she sees
him as a "pale imitation" of hi s
father, but that Chicago is a
"city of wrought iron."
Regardless of any negative
feelings toward the current

On a serious note

Sexua l assault in library
Po lice responded to a call of
simple battery at the University
The pol ice responded to a call
Center of Chicago, 525 S. State
about a criminal sexual offense at
St., on Apri l 12 a14:50 p.m. The
the Harold Washington Library,
victim, <J 2 1-year-old mal e,
400 S. State St., on April 18 at
related that while nrr-rrmm--rr---rr--rr----'Ti=---ITT~_, I :30 p.m. The victim, a
12-year-old male, re latengaging in a verba l
ed that another 12-yearaltercation. a 17-yearold male offender
old male who had been
pushed him , turning
~:
using the computer next
the shouting match
to him fol lowed him into
into a physical fight.
the restroom in the chilA 19-year-old male
dren's section of the
wit ness sustained a
library. The offender
broken nose while
harassed him verbally
trying to break up the
before he sexually
fight. Another witness
assaulted him . TIle victim told his mother, who
observed the three
males wrestling o n
informed security. A
library sec urity officer
the fl oor when he
entered the room, at
noticed a young male
th e
matching the description
which
point
authorities
called.
of the offender. He was
None of the three men
Bt,(~
placed in po lice custody
involved pressed any
Par1l
and taken in for processcharges.

;z~

Mayor Daley, Time magazine
ranked him among the Top 5
Best Mayors in the United States
in its April 25 issue, c itin g lower
crime rate s, an increase in
tourism and his environmentalIy-friendlyagenda.
Discussion attendees Joan and
Bill Grayburn said their fascina tion with Chicago hi story
encouraged them to come to the
meeting. Moving back to
Chicago for their retirement, the
Grayburns call Chi cago their
" love affair" and, though distant
from the older Daley 's political
service, are happy with what the
current Daley has done for
Chicago.
Ca ll away wrapped up the
night by reiterating hi s thought s
on the late Daley.
" I always thought he was the
epitome of cool. He was quiet
Charming. Powerful. "
Assau lt with gun on CTA bus
Police were informed of an
aggravated assau lt with a handgun on a CTA bus near 500 S.
Michigan Ave. on April 13 at
I :30 p.m. The bus driver, a 44year-old male, related that the
offender jumped in front of the
CTA buS':Io The driver allowed the
offender, a 40-year-old male, on
the bus and told him he shou ld
watch traffic more closely. The
man becanle upset . threatening
the driver with violence. He then
reached into hi s pocket and
brought out what the victim said
he felt was a gun as it pressed in
his side. The offender left the bus
at the next stop and fled southbound on Michigan Avenue. No
one has been arrested in COlUlt:Ction with this incident.
- All in/ormation compiled
from records of (he J2tl1 Dislric!
Chicago Police Departmen! by
Chronicle staff
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Vanishing vacancies
o Historic places, empty buildings last stop for developers in South Loop
By Alicia Do"
City Beal E<itor

When Barb Harms moved to
the South Loop II years ago, the

neighborhood was very different
than it is today.

Dexter Building, 630 S.
Wabash Ave.
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Back of the Harrison Building,
605-609 S. Wabash Ave.

Harms was part of the second
wave of peopl e to settl e in
Dearborn Park, a planned community located from Dearborn
Station at Polk Street to 18th
Street between State and Clark
streets developed in 1976 on
land that was covered in railroad
ties-not buildings. The project's developers designed the
neighborhood as a whole, working with what was at the time
one of Chicago' s notoriou sly
empty areas. By the time Harms
moved in, however. she started
to witness what she calls a different kind of expansion in the
graduall y changing South Loop.
"The development in the last
few years has been lot by lot ,
b lock by bloc k ," H arms said.
Despite the ongoing development boom in the South Loop,
there are still empty spaces and
vacant buildings. While vacant
buildings seem increas ingly out
of place in the South Loop as
development in the area continues to skyrocket , historic buildings and those occupied by storage facilities a re s imp ly that last
stop for real estate developers.

Now, while condos a nd facilities
like the University Center of
Chicago, 525 S. Stale St., have
steadily c ha nged the look and
feel of the area, the " block by
block" development is turning to
the few hi storic spaces and other
empty buildings that have been
left untouched in the hot m arket.
New condos and c ultura l life
have sprung up all over the city,
making the empty historic buildings and warehouses used for
self-storage rarer every day as
they are bought, re newed o r simply torn down- the last re mnants of the old, empty South
Loop.

Historic spaces take more
time
The South Loop is often cited
fo r its hi storic a rc hitectureeven if the inside o f the buildings are e mpty or in dire need of
attention. There are sever al
bui ldings around Columbia, for
in stance, that h ave rem a ined
empty for years despite their ric h
architect ural significa nce and
their coveted location.
The Dexter Building, which
was designed by the influential
arc hitectural fi r m Adler &
Sulli van in 1887, a nd sits across
the st reet from Columb ia 's
Wabash Campu s Buiding, 623 S.

Wabash Ave. , is in a great location. So is the Blackstone Hotel ,
on Michigan Avenu e next to
Co lumbia' s
South
Campus
Building, 1624 S. Michigan Ave.
The location s are good a nd the
timing is right , so w hy a re these
South Loop buildings still unocc upied ?
From old owners or squa tters
ba ttling with the city to the
dau nting task of updating old
buildings, these hi storic spaces
are not as a ppealing to de velopers as they may immediately
seem. One example of this proble m is the Buckingham building,
59-67 E. Van Buren St. The
Buckingham, added to the
National Register of Hi stor ic
Places in 2000, has been vacant
for almost three years . Designed
by Holabird & Root in the Art
Deco style fo r the Buc kingham
family, the same fa mil y who
contributed toward the construction of Buckingha m Fountain , it
does not seem that the building's
hi story has been the problem.
The Buckingham LLC purc hased the building in June of
2004, and plan s are underway to
redevelop the landmark . David
Dewey,
deve loper
for
Browns tone
Realty
a nd
Development , whi c h is partne r-

See Empty Spaces, Page 36

The Blackstone Hotel, 636 S.
Michigan Ave.

David MakVThe Chronicle

The Buckingham Building, 5967 E. Van Buren St.

Possible CTA cuts
Battle against increased meth
Chicago's ire
use, production rages in Dlinois draw
o
Crystal Meth: Second in a two-part series

o Connection between AIDS and meth abuse major concern, officials say
~w:
In recent months, abuse of the
drug methamphetamine has skyrocketed in Chicago. In last weeks
Chronicle, the issue of meth abuse
was addressed in part one 0/ a
seires. Melh abuse aruJ Ihe problems it brings have plagued one
area of the city in particular-the
Lakeview neighborhood. Public
health and Jaw en/oreemem officials are plotting strategies and

hope their concerted efforts will be
enough as they face mle of the
world's most potent drogs head on.
Coverage continues this week.

AP
The Methamphetamine
Manufacturing Chemical Retail
Sale Control Act aims to slow
the spread of meth by banning
over the counter medicine with
addictive ingredients.

Despite increased media coverage, methamphetamine use and
production continues to surge, particularly in Lakeview's gay community. With gay men already at
the highest risk for HIV infection,
throwing this highly sexual drug
into the mix poses a serious health
threa!. Officials, health professionals, law enforcement and community leaders have attempted to theorize why this incredibly addictive
drug has rocked the North Side as
they scramble to create an effective
plan of attack to combat Illinois'
growing meth problem.
According to the Chicago Task
Force on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender Substance Use
and Abuse--a coalition of physicians, social workers, community
leaders and city officials-young
men who have sex with men are
more likely than to usc drugs such
as marijuana, cocaine and methrunphetamines.
In facl, a 200 I survey by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Atlanta found that 95
percent of 295 men who had
attended circuit parties in the past
12 months said they used at least
one illicit drug, including crystal
methampheta mine.
Official s from the Chicago

Department of Health are waiting
for the results of another study, also
sponsored by the CDC which looks
at the drug habits of members of
Chicago's gay community.
From his personal experience
w ith the Lakeview community,
resident Mike M., a recovering
addicl
and
Crystal
M eth
Anonymous member, said bars are
(and have been) a main gathering

point.
" Not only do we meet in bars,
but we meet late into the night,
when people felt they would be
less recognized or seen on the
streets entering the bars," he said.
Many would say that a marginalized group such as the gay community is a target for substance abuse,
especially with so many hurdles in
the pas!.
"People are dealing with pain,
AIDS, pare nts , marriage, social
pressures and political pressures.
Bul the greatest fear of all [is)
HIV," said Marc Cohen, president
of the United Foundation for
AIDS . " All these are at the crossroads of meeting each other."
Mike M. turned to drugs because
of pain and discomfort.
Various organizations and states
are tackling the meth issue, afraid

See Meth, Page 36

Fares would rise by 25 cents to two dollars

By Hayley Graham
SIaJI Writ"
Heather Rounds, a secretary in
the Art and Design Department at
Columbia, relies on the Chicago
Transit Authority as an integral
part of her life.
"Me, my sister and everyone
else in Chicago depends on it,"
Rounds said.
These sentiments come as a
reaction to the CfA Board's unanimous vote on April 13 in favor of
a plan to c ut service and raise fares
to cope with a $55 million budget
deficit. The much-debated plan
would go into effect July 17 unless

state lawmakers procure the necessary funds to close a more than $ 1
million gap in the agency's 2005
budget.
Under the plan, commuters can
expect the elimination of 54 bus
routes and an increase in fares
from $1.75 to $2 when paying
cash. The CfA also plans to cut
aboul 2,000 jobs.
Rounds said, "To have the CfA
[possibly] make these cuts is a slap
in the face."
As fo r students and seniors, discounted rotes will raise from 85
cents a ride to a dollar.

See eTA, Page 37
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Demonstrators gather in front of City Hall April 21 to protest the
possible CTA cutbacks that might eliminate jobs and service.
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